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The United States has reached a point of economic inequality that has not been seen since the 1920s. According to the median voter theorem of redistribution, democracy is supposed to act as a check on growing economic inequality. The intuition behind this theorem is simple: If a majority of the population sees their incomes stagnate while a wealthy minority gets richer, the majority will demand redistributive policies, and representatives will respond by addressing inequality. But in the United States, very little redistribution has accompanied rising economic inequality.

Why has democracy failed to check economic inequality in the United States? Political scientists and legal scholars have pointed to political inequality as the culprit. Political scientists have shown that elected representatives are much more responsive to the wealthy than any other income group. Legal scholars have argued in favor of equalizing campaign finance and regulating lobbying as ways to reduce political inequality. Empirical studies, however, have raised doubts about the effectiveness of any reform efforts aimed at those areas, and constitutional law disfavors solutions aimed at diminishing the political voice of the wealthy.

In this Article, I argue that reducing the income class imbalance of the electorate—i.e. the tendency of wealthier voters to vote at higher rates than less affluent ones—will be a more constitutionally viable and effective means of ameliorating political inequality. I base this argument on the median voter theorem, which suggests that elected officials decide whether or not to adopt redistributive policies based on whether they believe the median voter desires such policies. Because the poor vote less and have less access to their elected representatives, representatives perceive the electorate to be better off than the population as a whole actually is, diminishing the pressure to redistribute in contexts of rising economic inequality.

The ideal solution to this form of political inequality is to induce the participation of the poor and enhance their engagement with elected officials through campaign mobilization. Mobilizing the poor would not only increase the proportion of the poor in the electorate, but more importantly, would change how representatives perceive the electorate and its demands for redistribution. Achieving these goals will require looking to new legal strategies aimed at incentivizing mobilization. I examine three legal strategies that could increase the incentives for political cam-
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INTRODUCTION

More than any in recent history, the 2016 presidential campaign focused on economic inequality.¹ This is unsurprising. According to

¹ In the Democratic primary, the doggedly persistent Bernie Sanders lamented an economy in which “almost all of the new wealth and income generated in America is going
several measures, economic inequality in the United States is at its highest point in nearly a century. Many have suggested that the United States has entered a new gilded age, in which those at the top control an inordinate amount of wealth and accrue most of the income, while those in the middle and at the bottom experience economic stagnation and decline. In this new gilded age, as in those of the past, economic growth and social stability are under threat.

The median voter theorem, one of the most important theories in political science, implies that democracy should check economic inequality. This theory predicts that in a democracy, representatives will feel increasing electoral pressure to redistribute in the context of rising economic inequality, and redistributive policies will emerge as a result. According to the theorem, the poorer the median member of the public in relation to overall average income, the greater the majoritarian pressure to redistribute. In other words, as the rich acquire an increasing share of societal income, the median voter will see an increasing disparity between her own income and what a more even overall distribution would produce—and her support for redistributive policies will increase accordingly.

to the top 1 percent.” Bernie Sanders, Remarks in Essex Junction, Vermont Following the “Super Tuesday” Primaries (Mar. 1, 2016), http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=117516. Hillary Clinton soon followed suit with calls for an economy that is fair for all Americans, not just those at the top. E.g., Hillary’s Vision for America, HILLARY CLINTON, https://www.hillaryclinton.com/issues/ (last visited Sept. 18, 2018).

2 Emmanuel Saez, STRIKING IT RICHER: THE EVOLUTION OF TOP INCOMES IN THE UNITED STATES 8 (2015), https://eml.berkeley.edu/~saez/saez-UStopincomes-2013.pdf (charting total income shares of top 1% since 1913 and showing that top income shares since the early 2000s have nearly matched the peak of top income shares in the 1920s); see also infra Section I.A.

3 See, e.g., Paul Krugman, Why We’re in a New Gilded Age, N.Y. REV. BOOKS (May 8, 2014), http://www.nybooks.com/articles/2014/05/08/thomas-piketty-new-gilded-age/ (reviewing Thomas Piketty’s book, Capital in the Twenty-First Century, noting “[i]t has become a commonplace to say that we are living in a second Gilded Age”). Statistics from the U.S. Census Bureau provide evidence of the rising income inequality associated with the new gilded age. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, TABLE H-3: MEAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME RECEIVED BY EACH FIFTH AND TOP 5 PERCENT, ALL RACES: 1967 TO 2016 (2017), https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/tables/time-series/historical-income-households/h03ar.xls (showing that between 1967 and 2016, the mean household income increased by approximately $3000 in 2016 dollars for households in the lowest income quintile and by approximately $100,000 for households in the highest income quintile); see also infra Section I.A.

4 See Joseph E. Stiglitz, THE PRICE OF INEQUALITY ix–xxix, 104–82 (2012) (arguing that economic inequality has resulted in an economic system with less growth that is less stable and less efficient, and explaining that most Americans underestimate the magnitude and cost of this inequality).

5 See infra Section I.B (describing the median voter theorem of redistribution).
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In the United States, however, we see a paradox. As the median member of the public has become poorer, redistributive policies have remained weak. What explains this paradox? One likely culprit is political inequality. The prediction that democracy will function as a brake on economic inequality assumes that elected representatives will adopt policies responsive to the preferences of the median member of the public. But democracy in America does not seem to be working that way. Instead, elected actors are more responsive to the wealthy than any other class, and national economic policy has in turn favored the interests of the wealthy over others.

Legal scholars have long proposed ways to address political inequality, but these past proposals are less promising than they initially appear. Many target the system of financing campaigns and lobbying that favors the wealthy and special interest groups. Contributing to campaigns, spending to independently support candidates, or paying lobbyists to engage representatives requires money that, by definition, the wealthy have more of than others do. The wealthy, according to this account, use these tools to influence representatives to pass legislation that favors them at the expense of the rest of the public.

This account is intuitively appealing, but it lacks empirical support. Available evidence supports the idea that the wealthy are better positioned to transmit information about their needs and pref-

---

7 See infra Section I.A.
8 A series of empirical studies by Larry M. Bartels, Martin Gilens, and others has shown that elected representatives are very responsive to high-income voters, weakly responsive to middle-income voters, and not at all responsive to low-income voters. See, e.g., LARRY M. BARTELS, UNEQUAL DEMOCRACY: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE NEW GILDED AGE 233–69 (2d ed. 2016); MARTIN GILENS, AFFLUENCE AND INFLUENCE: ECONOMIC INEQUALITY AND POLITICAL POWER IN AMERICA 70–123 (2012). This pattern of responsiveness has had its expected results: the passage of relatively few redistributive policies that benefit the low- and middle-income classes at the expense of the wealthy, and several redistributive tax measures that primarily benefit high-income classes. See infra Section I.A.
11 The most comprehensive study of lobbying found that lobbyists funded by the wealthy and special interest groups were no more able to secure favorable public policies than lobbyists funded by others. FRANK R. BAUMGARTNER ET AL., LOBBYING AND POLICY CHANGE: WHO WINS, WHO LOSES, AND WHY 190–214 (2009). Most studies of campaign finance that test the influence of campaign contributions on legislators’ roll call votes have found no statistically significant relationship between the two. What these studies have found, however, is that the skew in campaign contributions and lobbying toward the
erences to elected actors but does not demonstrate that campaign contributions, spending, and lobbying shifts representatives’ preferences. Moreover, there are hard constraints on how far law can go in limiting campaign contributions, expenditures, and lobbying while respecting both the Constitution and democratic values. The Supreme Court is unlikely to disturb core First Amendment rights of individuals to contribute and spend in support of a candidate or to associate for purposes of lobbying, and we may not want it to.

In this Article, I argue that a more promising—and largely overlooked—avenue by which law can redress political inequality and, consequently, economic inequality is through the balancing of the electorate. The current electorate is imbalanced in that it does not fairly reflect all Americans. Since the early 1970s, there has been a consistent thirty percent gap in reported turnout between high- and low-income individuals. Until recently, this gap has been considered irrelevant for policy outcomes because scholars largely have accepted early empirical findings that voters and nonvoters have similar partisan orientations, ideological associations, and policy preferences. Researchers have assumed that because of these similarities, the existing electorate adequately represents nonvoters’ interests.

But new empirical findings and a new model of representation suggest that the income class skew of the electorate matters. According to the new empirical evidence, the objective needs of individuals based on their demographic characteristics are a better gauge of interests than survey findings about partisan orientation, ideological associations, and public policy preferences. According to the new model of representation—anticipatory preference theory—representatives in the policymaking process try to assess and act according to the anticipated needs of their constituents.

wealthy does bias the information that representatives receive, which contributes to agenda biases. See infra Section II.A.

12 See infra Sections II.A–B.

13 The Supreme Court has protected the right of individuals to contribute to, and spend independently in support of, campaigns under the First Amendment freedoms of association and speech, respectively. See infra text accompanying notes 112–13. While the Supreme Court has not directly addressed the question, the dominant view among scholars is that the First Amendment right to petition the government protects lobbying activities. See infra text accompanying note 135.

14 JAN E. LEIGHLEY & JONATHAN NAGLER, WHO VOTES NOW? DEMOGRAPHICS, ISSUES, INEQUALITY, AND TURNOUT IN THE UNITED STATES 1, 6 (2014); see also infra Section IV.D.

15 See infra Section III.B.

16 See infra Section III.B.

17 See infra text accompanying notes 146–55.

18 See infra text accompanying notes 159–62.
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If elected officials act in response to the anticipated needs of only the people who actually vote, then we have a partial explanation for why democracy does not function as a brake on economic inequality in the United States. Since the median voter is wealthier than the median person in the population, elected officials should experience less pressure to adopt redistributive policies than they would if everyone voted. But the paradox remains. While wealthier than the median person, the median voter still has an income below the mean. Yet, redistributive policies in the United States have remained weak.

A fuller explanation of why democracy does not function as a brake on rising economic inequality requires a more sophisticated account of the electorate and the effects of the imbalances within it. What this more sophisticated account tells us is that representatives do not act according to the anticipated needs of all voters; they simply lack the information necessary to act in that way. Instead, representatives act according to the anticipated needs of voters they perceive as part of the electorate. Representatives’ perceptions of the electorate arise through political engagement with individuals through messages attached to campaign contributions and spending, lobbying, constituent letters and phone calls, town hall meetings, and mobilization during election season.

19 Since the reported voting data is aggregated by income bands, it is impossible to obtain the precise median income of the actual voter—but the income band of the median voter can be ascertained for each election. In 2010 and 2012, for example, the income of the median actual voter in the United States by family income was in the $50,000–$74,999 income band. U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, Table 7: Reported Voting and Registration of Family Members, by Age and Family Income: November 2010 (2011), https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/tables/p20/voting-registration-2010-election/table7_2010.xls; U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, Table 7: Reported Voting and Registration of Family Members, by Age and Family Income: November 2013, https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/tables/p20/568/table07.xls. During this period, the mean income in the United States rose from $84,100 in 2010 to $87,200 in 2013. JESSE BRICKER ET AL., FED. RESERVE, FEDERAL RESERVE BULLETIN: CHANGES IN U.S. FAMILY FINANCES FROM 2010 TO 2013: EVIDENCE FROM THE SURVEY OF CONSUMER FINANCES 4 (2014), https://www.federalreserve.gov/pubs/bulletin/2014/pdf/scf14.pdf.

20 See infra Section I.B.

21 For most elected officials on most issues, there is no available data on the preferences of constituents. See Phillip J. Ardoin & James C. Garand, Measuring Constituency Ideology in U.S. House Districts: A Top-Down Simulation Approach, 65 J. Pol. 1165, 1166 (2003) (“While reliable data on constituency policy preferences at the state level are available, data on constituency policy preferences in legislative districts below the state level are almost impossible to obtain.”) (citations omitted); Benjamin G. Bishin, Constituency Influence in Congress: Does Subconstituency Matter?, 25 LEGIS. STUD. Q. 389, 393 (2000) (“For many issues, constituent preference data is nonexistent.”).

22 See infra text accompanying notes 238–39.
Since the poor lack money and tend to be politically disengaged, representatives are likely to exclude many poor voters from the electorate that they perceive as relevant. As a result, the electorate perceived by most representatives in the United States is likely to be skewed even more toward the wealthy than the actual electorate. While precise calculation is difficult, the median voter in the “perceived electorate” is likely to be richer than the median voter in the actual electorate. The perceived median voter is also likely to be richer than the median voter in the actual electorate, which, according to the median voter theorem, further diminishes or even eliminates pressure on politicians to redistribute in the context of rising economic inequality.

If representatives’ perceptions of the electorate determine their policy choices concerning redistribution, then the conventional approach to increasing turnout will be insufficient to change those policy choices. Social scientists, legal scholars, and voting rights advocates have traditionally focused on the costs of voting as the principal barrier to turnout by the politically marginalized. According to this account, the poor vote less because they lack the resources to overcome registration and voting barriers. If these barriers are reduced or removed, the imbalances in the electorate will presumably decline. Unfortunately, even if these interventions do increase turnout, they still might not shift how representatives perceive the electorate because they may not increase poor voters’ actual engagement with political actors beyond the mere act of voting.

But there is an intervention that promises to increase poor voters’ turnout and the likelihood that elected officials will account for the needs of poor voters. That intervention is simple: voter mobilization by campaigns.

Mobilization “is the process by which candidates . . . induce other people to participate” in elections through door-to-door canvassing, phone contact, or mailings. A new generation of voting theory has highlighted the role of voter mobilization in turnout. According to the mobilization theory, it is not just the costs of voting that inhibit participation, but also the lack of perceived benefits to voting. Political party and candidate mobilization stimulate individuals to vote by providing them with a sense of the stakes associated with voting and

---

23 See infra Section IV.D.
24 See infra Section IV.A.
26 See infra Section IV.B.
their efficacy as voters. But parties and campaigns do not mobilize everyone. Instead, biases in mobilization contribute to the imbalanced electorate as political campaigns tend to target for mobilization past voters who tend not to be poor. By focusing on past voters with more predictable political orientations, campaigns reduce the likelihood that the politically marginalized and disengaged poor will come out to the polls.

It is not simply biased mobilization’s effect on the actual electorate that is troubling. Biased mobilization also influences representatives’ perception of the electorate. Mobilization by campaigns involves an important feedback loop. Campaigns not only encourage individuals to turn out to support the candidate; they also receive critical information about the needs of those who are being mobilized. To the extent that parties and campaigns choose not to mobilize the poor, they are failing to receive the critical feedback from poor voters about their needs. Thus, biases in representatives’ perceptions of the electorate persist, and pressure on representatives to pursue redistributive policies remains low.

All this suggests that a more promising legal intervention would focus on incentivizing political campaigns to mobilize the poor. Once campaigns target the poor in their mobilization activities, representatives are likely to see the electorate in a less biased way, while experiencing more pressure to adopt the redistributive policies necessary to ameliorate economic inequality. Three types of incentives could be used: campaign finance vouchers, earmarked contributions, and a mobilization-matching fund. As solutions to biased mobilization, these proposals have their strengths and weaknesses. But each could help campaigns overcome the current structural disincentives to mobilizing the poor.

In the rest of this Article, I advance these arguments in five Parts. In Part I, I describe the nexus between political and economic inequality and introduce the median voter theorem of redistribution. I highlight the paradoxical relationship between democracy, redistribution, and rising economic inequality in the United States. I then point to political inequality as an explanation for this paradox. In Part II, I critique legal scholars’ focus on campaign finance and lobbying as sources of political inequality. I show that the empirical evidence linking campaign finance and lobbying to political inequality in demo-

27 See infra Section IV.B.
28 See infra Section IV.C.
29 See infra Section IV.C.
30 See infra Section IV.C.
31 See infra Part V.
cratic outcomes is surprisingly weak. I also show that the campaign finance and lobbying reform proposals are either constitutionally dubious or unlikely to be effective at equalizing the influence of different income classes.

In Part III, I show that the socioeconomic biases in the electorate (in particular, the underrepresentation of poor voters) and political inequality are linked in ways that legal scholars have thus far not engaged. I bring together theory and empirical evidence that point to these biases in the electorate as an important factor in elected representatives’ failure to prioritize redistributive policies. In Part IV, I turn to solutions. I show that a key source of political inequality has been overlooked in prior voting rights reform efforts—party and candidate decisions about voter mobilization. I argue that the strategic choice of parties and candidates to not mobilize the poor is a critical factor explaining the imbalanced electorate. Further, I argue that biased mobilization strategies not only contribute to the income imbalance of the actual electorate but also influence how candidates and representatives perceive the electorate. This bias in the perceived electorate contributes to representatives’ choices not to advance redistributive policies, even as economic inequality grows. The obvious solution is to use law to address these gaps in mobilization. In Part V, I offer specific legal strategies for balancing the electorate that would be consistent with the Constitution and more likely than commonly discussed solutions to be effective at reducing political inequality—and ultimately economic inequality.

I

THE ECONOMIC-POLITICAL INEQUALITY NEXUS

Economic inequality is on the rise in the United States. Over 20% of gross income goes to the top 1%, nearly double what this segment of the population received nearly twenty years ago with more than 90% of the income gains concentrated in this small group of individuals. The top 1% controls 40% of the wealth, more than what they controlled twenty-five years ago.

32 See Anthony B. Atkinson, Inequality: What Can Be Done? 18 (2015) (citing statistics showing that “[a]t the top of the distribution, the share in total gross income of the top 1 percent increased by one-half between 1979 and 1992, and by 2012 it was more than double its 1979 share”); Joseph E. Stiglitz, The Great Divide: Unequal Societies and What We Can Do About Them 88 (2015) (comparing the income accrued by the top 1% in 2012—nearly 25%—and twenty-five years ago—12%).

33 Stiglitz, supra note 32 (providing a comparison of the wealth controlled by the top 1% over time).
At the same time, middle class income and wealth have stagnated, remaining virtually unchanged in real terms since the late 1960s. Over 13% of Americans earn incomes below the poverty line. This is greater than the percentage of Americans that were below the poverty line at the end of the War on Poverty in the early 1970s. Economic inequality in the United States has reached such an extreme state that only three countries among the most developed have greater inequality. In none of the most developed countries for which data exists does the top 1% hold a greater share of income and wealth than in the United States.

Extreme economic inequality in the United States is not just a series of statistics. It can also have harmful consequences to the economy and society. Extreme economic inequality has been found to reduce economic growth in the United States because of the economy’s dependence on consumption. Since the rich can only consume so much before reaching the point of saturation, the middle- and lower-income classes are critical engines for economic growth. If the incomes of the middle- and lower-income classes are stagnant, they cannot sustainably drive economic growth.

Extreme economic inequality is also a threat to American society. The American dream and the promise of equal opportunity have been critical to maintaining relatively strong social cohesion in the racially

---

34 See U.S. Census Bureau, Table 5: Percent of People By Ratio of Income to Poverty Level: 1970 to 2016 (2017), https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/tables/time-series/historical-poverty-people/hstpov5.xls (showing that 13.5% of Americans had incomes below the poverty line in 2015).

35 See id. (showing that 11.1% of Americans had incomes below the poverty line in 1973).

36 As measured by the Gini coefficient of income inequality, Mexico, Turkey, and Chile are the only three (out of thirty-four) Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries with higher inequality than the United States. OECD, Divided We Stand: Why Inequality Keeps Rising 24–25 (2011).

37 See OECD, Focus on Top Incomes and Taxation in OECD Countries: Was the Crisis a Game Changer? 3 (2014) (finding that the top 1% and top 10% captured a higher share of income growth in the United States between 1975 and 2007 than these groups captured in any of the other eleven OECD countries from which the organization compiled data).

38 In 2016, the household final consumption expenditure percentage was 68.8% of total GDP in the United States. The household consumption expenditure/GDP ratio exceeded that of other mature economies including Australia (57.8%), Canada (58.1%), the European Union (56.3%), Japan (55.7%), New Zealand (58.0%), Norway (45.5%), and Switzerland (53.7%). DataBank: World Development Indicators, World Bank, http://databank.worldbank.org/data/reports.aspx?source=2&series=NE.CON.PETC.ZS&country=# (last visited May 19, 2018).

39 See, e.g., Federico Cingano, Trends in Income Inequality and Its Impact on Economic Growth 18 (OECD, Emp’t & Migration Working Papers No. 163, 2014), http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5jrjmcwxxv6j-en (estimating that “the growth rate would have been more than one fifth higher” in the United States over the past two decades if inequality had not grown).
and socioeconomically heterogeneous United States. But accompanying the extreme and rising economic inequality has been persistently low, and, by some accounts, declining intergenerational mobility. The idea that every child has an equal chance to rise up the economic rungs through hard work is evolving into a myth due to growing inequalities in education, health, and housing that serve as impediments to mobility. Without the promise of equal opportunity,

40 See, e.g., ISABEL SAWHILL & JOHN E. MORTON, ECON. MOBILITY PROJECT, ECONOMIC MOBILITY: IS THE AMERICAN DREAM ALIVE AND WELL? 7 (2007), https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/legacy/uploadedfiles/wwwpewtrustsorg/reports/economic_mobility/empamericandreamreportpdf.pdf (explaining that “the promise of economic opportunity” forged more than two centuries ago has “since served as a powerful engine of growth and social cohesion”).

41 Intergenerational mobility is defined as “the extent and pattern of association between parents’ and adult children’s socioeconomic standing, where higher association means less mobility.” Florencia Torche, Analysis of Intergenerational Mobility: An Interdisciplinary Review, 657 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 37, 37–38 (2015). There is general agreement that intergenerational mobility is low in the United States relative to other developed countries. See, e.g., Gary R. Solon, Intergenerational Income Mobility in the United States, 82 AM. ECON. REV. 393, 404 (1992) (finding the intergenerational income correlation in the United States between father and son from 1968 to 1985 to be 0.4, meaning that a son born into the bottom quintile had a “[42%] chance of remaining in the bottom quintile, a [24%] chance of rising above the median, and a [5%] chance of reaching the top quintile”); Miles Corak, Do Poor Children Become Poor Adults? Lessons from a Cross Country Comparison of Generational Earnings Mobility 1 (Inst. for the Study of Labor, Discussion Paper No. 1993, 2006), http://ftp.iza.org/dp1993.pdf (“In the United States almost one half of children born to low income parents become low income adults. . . . Four in ten children born to high income parents will grow up to be high income adults . . . .”).


a critical thread that holds Americans together could unravel with unknown social or political consequences.

How do we arrest the dramatic rise of economic inequality? In this Part, I discuss the increasing consensus that U.S. public policy has played a key role in increasing the level of inequality. Using the framework of the median voter theorem of redistribution, I then introduce the puzzle that has confounded legal scholars and social scientists: If public policy is an important contributing factor, why so much economic inequality in a democracy where the people’s representatives decide?

A. A New Understanding of Economic Inequality

In the 1950s, economist Simon Kuznets developed an influential theory of economic inequality focused on market forces and growth.\(^44\) According to the theory, market forces associated with industrial development are the primary source of economic inequality. Kuznets theorized an inverse U-shaped relationship between economic inequality and economic growth. In the first stage of industrial development and economic growth, when the owners of capital accrue most of the capital gains, economic inequality rises. But as the counteracting market forces emerge, economic inequality should stabilize and ultimately decline.\(^45\)

The era of declining economic inequality that inspired Kuznets’s theory was rather remarkable. The share of total income accruing to the top 1% declined from about 24% in the mid-1920s to a low of about 9% in the early 1970s. But since the early 1970s, economic inequality has risen steadily.\(^46\) In the mid-2000s, the percentage of total income that the top 1% accrued nearly equaled that which this group accrued at the high point of inequality in the 1920s.\(^47\) Since the Great

---


\(^{46}\) Piketty, *supra* note 44, at 300.

\(^{47}\) *Who Exactly Are the 1%?*, *Economist* (Jan. 21, 2012), https://www.economist.com/node/21543178 (finding that by 2007, the top 1% of income earners accrued about 23.5% of income). Thomas Piketty has offered an alternative account of declining economic inequality during this period focused on the “multiple shocks triggered by the Great Depression and World War II” rather than the natural market forces associated with economic growth. Piketty, *supra* note 44, at 13–15.
Recession of 2008 produced a temporary pause in the top 1%’s rising concentration of wealth, this group’s share of income has resumed its rise, reaching 22% in 2012.\(^{48}\)

Over the past ten years, scholars have shifted their attention to another source of economic inequality: public policy. For this new generation of scholars, both public policy decisions and non-decisions are central factors explaining the rise of economic inequality.\(^{49}\) They argue that until different public policy choices are made, economic inequality will continue to rise.

The period of declining inequality in the United States that coincided with the Great Depression, World War II, and the post-war recovery was one of strong redistribution through higher taxes on high-income earners and federal transfers of revenue to lower income earners.\(^{50}\) The federal government maintained a marginal tax rate for top earners that exceeded 60% from the 1930s to the late 1970s and that reached a high of more than 90% during World War II and the immediate aftermath.\(^{51}\) The federal estate tax rate—a tax that functions to limit the intergenerational transfer of wealth—rose for the highest valued estates from 20% in the early 1930s to 77% in 1941, remaining at that level until 1976.\(^{52}\)

\(^{48}\) Emmanuel Saez & Gabriel Zucman, Wealth Inequality in the United States Since 1913: Evidence from Capitalized Income Tax Data, 131 Q.J. ECON. 519, 520 (2016). The only income quintile that increased its fraction of income held over this period was the top 20%. All of the other income quintiles saw a decline in income held over this period. Shares of Household Income of Quintiles in the United States from 1970 to 2016, STATISTA, https://www.statista.com/statistics/203247/shares-of-household-income-of-quintiles-in-the-us/ (last visited May 27, 2018).

\(^{49}\) See Nolan McCarty, Keith T. Poole & Howard Rosenthal, Polarized America: The Dance of Ideology and Unequal Riches 173 (2006) (identifying consistency between the trend of declining then rising economic inequality in the twentieth century and the strengthening and weakening of redistributive policies); Piketty, supra note 44, at 22 (explaining that the diffusion of skills and knowledge necessary to produce greater equality “depends in large part on educational policies, access to training and to the acquisition of appropriate skills, and associated institutions”).

\(^{50}\) See, e.g., Roel Beetsma et al., Political Economy of Redistribution in the United States in the Aftermath of World War II—Evidence and Theory, 8 AM. ECON. J.: ECON. POL’Y 1, 5–12 (2016) (providing historical evidence of increases in federal taxes and transfers before, during, and after World War II).


Federal expenditures on welfare peaked in the 1970s because of rising welfare benefits. The federal minimum wage rate rose from an inflation-adjusted rate of $4.19 in 1938 to its peak of $10.86 in today’s dollars in 1968. Favorable labor politics may have helped ensure that the unionization rate stayed above 25% of the non-agricultural private workforce until the early 1970s. Average weekly earnings for production and nonsupervisory workers (workers most likely to belong to a union) peaked in the early 1970s at $811 (adjusted for inflation). On the other end, the CEO-to-worker compensation ratio in large firms stood at a reasonable 22.3 to 1 in 1973.

Economic inequality began to rise in the early 1970s and accelerated in the 1980s before moderating in the 1990s and accelerating again in the 2000s. That period saw the marked weakening of U.S. redistributive policies. The marginal tax rate for high-income earners fell from 70% in 1981 to 28% in 1988 and now stands at 37%. The top estate tax rate has fallen from 77% in 1976 to 45% in 2009 and 0%, under certain conditions, in 2010 before rebounding to 35% in 2011.

Increasingly strict welfare eligibility requirements have dramatically reduced the number of recipients since the early 1990s. For

---

57 Alyssa Davis & Lawrence Mishel, CEO Pay Continues to Rise as Typical Workers Are Paid Less, ECON. POL’Y INST. (June 12, 2014), http://www.epi.org/publication/ceo-pay-continues-to-rise/.
58 TAX FOUND., supra note 51. According to Jacob S. Hacker and Paul Pierson, “[t]hose in the top 1 percent pay [income tax] rates that are a full third lower than they used to be despite the fact that they are much richer than those in the top 1 percent were back in 1970.” JACOB S. HACKER & PAUL PIERSON, WINNER-TAKE-ALL POLITICS: HOW WASHINGTON MADE THE RICH RICHER—and Turned Its Back on the Middle Class 48 (2010). The scholars further note that “[t]his dramatic change in tax policy didn’t happen magically.” Id. at 49. Instead, “[s]tarting in the 1970s, the people in charge of designing and implementing the tax code increasingly favored those at the very top.” Id.
60 WOLTERS KLUWER, supra note 52.
61 See Ziliak, supra note 53, at 9–17, 108–09 (charting the decline in welfare recipients and exploring the various changes in eligibility). Whereas eighty-two out of every one
those who remain eligible, monthly welfare benefits have fallen.\footnote{Monthly welfare benefits have eroded in nearly every state since the 1970s. See Ziliak, supra note 53, at 15 (describing a decline in state benefits from between 24\% and 70\% in real terms between 1970 and 2012, with the benefits for the median state falling by 51\%).}

After peaking at $10.86 (in 2015 dollars) in 1968, the federal minimum wage rate has also fallen and has remained below $8.71 (also in 2015 dollars) since 1981.\footnote{CNN: MONEY, supra note 54.}


This decline in unionization has been associated with stagnation of weekly earnings for production and nonsupervisory workers. From its peak of $345 in today’s dollars in the early 1970s, average weekly earnings fell to a little over $300 in 2015.\footnote{Sparschott, supra note 56.}

This stagnation in ordinary worker pay can be contrasted with the dramatic rise of CEO pay as the CEO-to-worker compensation ratio in large firms rose from 22.3-to-1 in 1973 to 295.9-to-1 in 2013.\footnote{Davis & Mishel, supra note 57.}

These choices regarding what I broadly label “redistributive policies” have been associated with over a 30\% increase in the total share of income accrued by the top 5\% of income earners, over a 15\% increase in the total share of income accrued by the top 20\% and a decrease in the total share of income accrued for all other income earners between 1967 and 2016.\footnote{See U.S. Census Bureau, Table H-6, Regions—All Races by Median and Mean Income: 1975 to 2016, https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/tables/time-series/historical-income-households/h06ar.xls; see also Hacker & Pierson, supra note 58, at 51 (“[T]here’s no doubt that U.S. tax policy has exacerbated American hyperinequality by the demise of progressive taxation at the top of the economic ladder.”).}

The circumstantial evidence of a relationship between changes in redistributive policies and economic inequality is strong.\footnote{There is also some direct evidence that specific redistributive policies reduce economic inequality. See, e.g., Thomas J. Hayes & D. Xavier Medina Vidal, Fiscal Policy and Economic Inequality in the U.S. States: Taxing and Spending from 1976 to 2006, 68 Pol. Res. Q. 392, 397–401 (2015) (finding evidence that states in the United States are able to influence state-level economic inequality through the use of fiscal tools).}

One piece of circumstantial evidence is timing. The timing of the rise in economic inequality is associated quite closely with the timing of changes...
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A second piece of circumstantial evidence is the contrast between the economic inequality in the United States and other developed economies in Europe. Economic inequality has risen in all of the countries of Western Europe, suggesting that market forces are probably part of the story, but it has risen much less in Europe than in the United States. One likely reason is that Western European countries have adopted and maintained stronger forms of redistribution than the United States.

If the weakness of redistributive policies is related to economic inequality, then a solution to the problem of inequality requires understanding policy choices in the United States. Some reflect active choices by elected representatives. Lowering the marginal income tax and estate tax rates to the disproportionate advantage of the wealthy required the passage of laws. In some cases, policy drift—the failure of elected officials “to update policies, even when there are viable options, because they face pressure from power interests exploiting opportunities for political obstruction”—have diluted redistributive policies.

Drift appears to explain stagnation in the federal minimum wage rate and declining unionization, as does a corporate and financial market regulatory structure that is unresponsive to market forces tending toward greater inequality.

Democratic representatives are responsible for these redistributive policy choices and non-choices. This raises a puzzle. In a democracy, where the majority should hold political power, why are democratic representatives making choices that benefit the wealthy

---


71 See HACKER & PIERSON, supra note 58, at 51–52 (contrasting the weak redistributive policy response in the United States with the much stronger redistributive policy response in the rest of the advanced industrial world).

72 Id. at 53; see also McCARTY ET AL., supra note 49, at 184 (identifying “polarization-induced gridlock” as a reason why “public policy does not adjust to changing economic and demographic circumstances”).

73 See HACKER & PIERSON, supra note 58, at 59–62; see also MCCARTY ET AL., supra note 49, at 184 (describing how the failure to index many policies aimed at benefiting the poor, including minimum wage, has resulted in these benefits withering away in the current context of partisan polarization and gridlock that has contributed to drift).
minority at the expense of the non-wealthy majority? In the next section, I describe a political economy model that deepens the puzzle.

B. The Median Voter Theorem of Redistribution

A leading theorem of democracy states that the median voter is the decisive voter in a system of majority rule. Rational candidates and representatives principally motivated by the desire to be elected or reelected will advance the preferred policies of the median voter whose support will be necessary to win. Building from this median voter theorem, scholars in the 1960s and 1970s advanced a theory of when government should advance redistributive policies. The theorem states that when the mean voter’s income exceeds the median voter’s income, as is generally the case in the context of economic inequality, the median voter will prefer redistributive policies and representatives should feel pressure to advance such policies. I label this principle “the median voter theorem of redistribution.”

According to the theorem, as the gap between the income of the mean and median voter increases (as it typically does when economic inequality grows), the median voter’s preferences for redistribution...
should strengthen. In a context of higher inequality, the median voter stands to gain more from redistribution.

As the graph below demonstrates, the gap between the income of the mean and median voter in the United States has consistently grown ever since the census started collecting this data in 1975.

**Figure 1. The Gap Between the Mean and Median Income 1975–2014**

In 1975, the gap in 2016 dollars was $8030, but that gap grew to more than $16,000 in 1993, more than $21,000 in 2001, and more than $24,000 in 2016, the latest year for which the census has collected data. Despite this growing gap between the mean and median income, redistributive policies have weakened, as best exemplified by the reduction of the highest marginal income tax rate from 70% in 1975 to 39.6% in 2013. What gives?

Recent empirical studies by Larry Bartels, Martin Gilens, and others suggest that from the perspective of elected representatives, the median income member of the public is not the decisive voter. In

---

79 See id. ("With the median voter as decisive, more unequal societies will . . . choose greater redistribution.").

80 See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, supra note 67.

81 TAX FOUND., supra note 51.


83 See BARTELS, supra note 8, at 252–80; GILENS, supra note 8, at 70–96; see also Thomas J. Hayes, Responsiveness in an Era of Inequality: The Case of the U.S. Senate, 66 POL. RES. Q. 585, 594 (2012) (testing the relationship between legislator ideology and
an analysis of the relationship between the policy preferences of different income classes and Senate roll call votes in the late 1980s and early 1990s, Bartels found that senators were very responsive to high-income constituents, moderately responsive to middle-income constituents (which included the median income voter), and not at all responsive to low-income constituents.84

Martin Gilens came to similar findings in a more comprehensive examination of the relationship between the policy preferences of different income groups and the policies that the federal government ultimately adopted.85 What Gilens found was even more striking from the perspective of the median voter theorem of redistribution. On issues for which the preferences of the different income groups diverge, only the policy preferences of the affluent voters are positively and statistically significantly associated with policy outcomes.86 There is no statistically significant relationship between the preferences of median and low-income voters and policy outcomes.87 This pattern held for the economic policy issues Gilens examined, which

constituency ideology and “find[ing] evidence of responsiveness to the wealthiest constituents in each of the Congresses . . . examine[d], some responsiveness to middle-income constituents in two Congresses, and no detectable responsiveness to lower income groups in any Congress”); Elizabeth Rigby & Gerald C. Wright, Whose Statehouse Democracy? Policy Responsiveness to Poor Versus Rich Constituents in Poor Versus Rich States, in WHO GETS REPRESENTED 189, 217 (Peter K. Enns & Christopher Wlezien eds., 2011) (finding that state policymakers “represent the interests of those with middle and high incomes fairly equally, and much more so than the poorer group” on all except one policy measure).

84 Bartels, supra note 8, at 263–65. In the analysis, Bartels examined only one roll call vote on a redistribution policy, the 1989 vote on increasing the minimum wage. What Bartels found conflicted with the predictions of the median voter theorem of redistribution. On the issue of minimum wage, senators continued to attach “no weight” to the preferences of low-income constituents, only slightly more weight to the preferences of middle-income constituents, and more weight than for any other issues to the preferences of high-income constituents. Id. at 265. A recent empirical study bringing together surveys of affluent and co-partisan opinion suggests that there is a partisan dimension to this class-biased responsiveness. Jeffrey Lax & Justin Phillips, The Party or the Purse? Unequal Representation in the U.S. Senate 23–38 (Apr. 24, 2018) (unpublished manuscript), http://www.columbia.edu/~jrl2124/partypurse.pdf. According to this study, “the rich . . . do get what they want more often . . . but on average only from Republican senators” and only when the preferences of Republican constituents align with the preferences of the rich. Id. at 5.

85 Gilens’s dataset includes nearly two thousand survey questions addressing issues related to foreign policy, religious values, and economic policy that news media and national polling firms asked national samples of the U.S. population. Gilens assessed the relationship between the policy preferences of income groups and policy outcomes within four years of each survey. Gilens, supra note 8, at 57–60.

86 See id. at 79 (finding when the preferences of high income respondents diverge from others, there remains “a strong association with the preferences of the affluent”).

87 See id. at 79, 81 (finding no association between policy outcomes and the preferences of poor (0.02) and median-income respondents (-0.01)).
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included redistributive policies involving the minimum wage, unemployment benefits, corporate regulations, and income tax. The median voter theorem of redistribution has not accurately predicted the policy response to the growing economic inequality. Rather than being responsive to the predicted redistributive preferences of the median member of the public, representatives are instead responsive to the preferences of their wealthy constituents who either oppose or give less priority to redistributive policies.

What drives this political inequality that leads elected representatives to respond only to the wealthy? In the next Part, I examine two sources of political inequality that have been focal points for social scientists and legal scholars: campaign finance and lobbying.

II
THE LIMITS OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE AND LOBBYING
REFORM AS SOLUTIONS FOR POLITICAL INEQUALITY

In his campaign stump speech for the presidency, Senator Bernie Sanders had a clear answer to the question about the source of political inequality: money in politics. Senator Sanders directed considerable ire at what he described as the “disastrous Citizens United Supreme Court decision” that overturned a federal law banning corporations from spending money independently from their general treasuries to support candidates. According to Sanders, “the U.S. Supreme Court essentially said to the wealthiest people in this country: you already own much of the American economy. Now, we are going to give you the opportunity to purchase the U.S. Government, . . . Governors’ seats, legislatures, and [s]tate judicial branches as well.”

Sanders’ speech is part of a tradition of candidates using populist rhetoric to rail against special interest favoritism in the political process. This tradition also has deep social science roots. E.E.

88 See id. at 115–18 (finding in the area of economic policy that when “preferences across income groups . . . diverge[d],” that “there was little decline in policy responsiveness to affluent Americans, but substantial decline in responsiveness to both the middle class and the poor”).


90 Bernie Sanders, supra note 89.

Schattschneider famously criticized pluralists’ optimistic account of the democratic process as one in which groups of all types form, bargain, and reach a compromise that represents the public good that representatives advance. Schattschneider noted, “[t]he flaw in the pluralist heaven is that the heavenly chorus sings with a strong upper-class accent.”

In other words, while groups of all types could form, more groups comprising and advancing the interests of the wealthy do form and successfully pressure elected officials to advance their unique interests.

In recent years, legal scholars and advocates have directed their reform energies to disrupting channels of special interest influence. Rallying around constitutional principles of political equality or anti-corruption, legal reformers have pushed for campaign finance and lobbying reform. But legal reformers have neglected the evidence demonstrating weak empirical support for the relationship between lobbying, campaign finance, and the elected representatives’ weak responsiveness to the median income member of the public in roll call votes and policy outcomes. Legal reformers have also failed to develop policy solutions consistent with the Constitution that would truly redress the political inequality that arises from campaign finance and lobbying. Finally, legal reformers have overlooked important democratic costs that could arise from placing too many constraints on campaign finance and lobbying.

A. Financing Campaigns

The Supreme Court decision in *Citizens United* inspired a host of legal theories about the relationship between campaign finance and political inequality, along with a set of reform proposals. Larry Lessig and Rick Hasen advanced two of the most comprehensive accounts. In his 2015 book, *Republic, Lost*, Lessig argues that “the basic equality of a representative democracy” has been denied because the system of campaign finance has “concentrated the funding of cam-

---


93 See id. at 35 (speculating that “[p]robably about 90 percent of the people cannot get into the pressure system”). Public choice scholars theorize that this asymmetry in group formation arises from the ability of some relatively small groups that provide selective benefits to their members to overcome the collective action problem. Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups 33–36 (1965). They further theorize that these small groups, sometimes referred to as interest groups, use their collective advantages to secure political favor principally through lobbying and campaign contributions to secure favorable laws that come at the expense of the broader public. See, e.g., Robert D. Tollison, Public Choice and Legislation, 74 Va. L. Rev. 339, 341–43 (1988).
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campaigns in the tiniest fraction of us, and . . . made candidates for public office dependent upon this tiny fraction of us.”94 In the 2014 federal midterm elections, this tiny fraction comprised the 1.75% of Americans that contributed to a congressional campaign of which “0.2 percent . . . of the contributors gave as much as 66 percent of the contributions.”95 Hasen provides additional evidence of the skew toward the wealthy in the financing of campaigns. Citing to a report by Demos and the U.S. Public Interest Research Group, Hasen reveals that in the 2012 election, “nearly 60% of Super PAC funding came from just 159 donors contributing at least $1 million [and] . . . [m]ore than 93% of the money Super PACs raised came . . . from just 3,318 donors” contributing at least $10,000.96

In order to be viable candidates in a primary election, candidates need to raise money during what Lessig labels the “Green Primary” and Hasen labels the “money primary.”97 This concentration of funding gives the wealthy disproportionate power over who will be the general election candidate for the two major parties.98 It is not only the candidates who become dependent on the funders, but also the parties in their competition with each other. As Lessig argues, “[n]either political party can afford to make Wall Street, or pharmaceuticals, or the energy sector, their enemy. Both parties are thus held hostage by these special interests, because both parties need their campaign contributions.”99

Neither Lessig nor Hasen, however, prove any direct relationship between campaign finance and the unequal responsiveness to different income classes in their roll call votes and policy outcomes. Lessig simply asserts “[t]he evidence for substantive distortion is compelling, at the level not of roll call votes . . . but of actual policy decisions.”100 As support, Lessig cites to the findings of Gilens and Bartels, showing that “there is a wide gap in the policy preferences of ‘the funders’ and ‘the people,’ and [that] . . . in the face of that gap, Congress tracks not ‘the people’ but ‘the funders.’”101 Hasen acknowledges, “while campaign contributions affect legislative action indirectly by influencing who is elected,” Hasen acknowledges, “there is

94 Lessig, supra note 9, at 17.
95 Id. at 15.
96 Hasen, supra note 9, at 44.
97 Id. at 42; Lessig, supra note 9, at 23.
98 Lessig, supra note 9, at 23 (“[T]he Green Primary violates the equality of citizens by creating an impermissible dependence on the rich at a critical first stage of an election.”).
99 Id. at 37.
100 Id. at 139.
101 Id.
no simple connection between money and outcomes.”

Lessig and Hasen are perhaps properly cagey in their assessment of the relationship between campaign finance and unequal responsiveness to different income classes. At this point, we do not have enough evidence to assess the impact of Citizens United on biases in responsiveness.

There are, however, empirical studies dating back to the 1970s about the relationship between corporate political action committee contributions to candidates (the exclusive vehicle for corporate spending in support of candidates prior to Citizens United) and legislative roll call votes. In a meta-analysis of forty such empirical studies, Stephen Ansolabehere, John de Figueiredo, and James Snyder found that seventy-five percent of the studies failed to establish a statistically significant relationship between corporate PAC contributions and roll-call voting.

Those studies that did find a statistically significant relationship either did not account for, or failed to develop a satisfying empirical solution to, the endogeneity problem that plagued these studies. The endogeneity problem arises from the fact that we

---

102 Id. at 46. Citing to a study by Daniel Tokaji and Renata Strause, Hasen does suggest that politicians might be deterred from taking stands opposed by large donors because of the threat that they might spend money to defeat them in the next election. Id. at 47; see also Daniel P. Tokaji & Renata E.B. Strause, The New Soft Money: Outside Spending in Congressional Elections (2014). Hasen concedes, however, that “[w]e do not know how much this matters [because] it is hard to quantify how much these threats or fears influence legislative action.” Hasen, supra note 9, at 48.

103 Citizens United has clearly led to an increase in independent expenditures. See Wendy L. Hansen, Michael S. Rocca & Brittany Leigh Ortiz, The Effects of Citizens United on Corporate Spending in the 2012 Presidential Election, 77 J. Pol. 535, 535 (2015) (“The 2012 presidential election saw a 594% increase in independent expenditures from the 2008 election . . . leaving little doubt that the Supreme Court’s landmark 2010 Citizens United decision . . . opened the [campaign spending] floodgates.”). See generally Douglas M. Spencer & Abby K. Wood, Citizens United, States Divided: An Empirical Analysis of Independent Political Spending, 89 Ind. L.J. 315 (2014) (finding through a comparison of states with and without bans on corporate independent expenditures prior to Citizens United that the decision caused an increase in independent spending). But no scholars have yet shown that independent expenditures have influenced roll call votes or policy decisions.

104 Stephen Ansolabehere, John M. de Figueiredo & James M. Snyder, Jr., Why Is There So Little Money in U.S. Politics?, 17 J. Econ. Persp. 105, 112–14 (2003) (finding on the basis of a review of nearly forty studies, “PAC contributions show relatively few effects on voting behavior,” with three out of four of the studies finding “campaign contributions had no statistically significant effects on legislation or had the ‘wrong’ sign—suggesting that more contributions lead to less support”).

simply cannot tell through a regression analysis whether a corporate PAC (a) contributed money to reward legislators already politically aligned with it, which suggests that the contribution did not change the legislators’ votes, or (b) influenced undecided and opposing legislators to change their votes. If the money contributed simply rewarded the politically aligned legislator, then any positive relationship between PAC contributions and roll call votes might be spurious in that it does not clearly indicate anything about the influence of money on policy outcomes.\textsuperscript{106}

The absence of empirical evidence of a direct relationship between campaign contributions and roll call voting is not definitive proof that campaign contributions do not influence roll call voting. It is possible that future studies using better methods or data might discover such evidence. But because of the negative electoral consequences that would arise from transparently granting legislative favor to campaign contributors, any influence is more likely to be transmitted through indirect channels.\textsuperscript{107}

Empirical studies have found that the primary indirect means by which the wealthy influence policy is through access. Both regression analyses and experimental studies have found statistically significant relationships between campaign contributions and access.\textsuperscript{108} There is, But see Gregory Wawro, *A Panel Probit Analysis of Campaign Contributions and Roll-Call Votes*, 45 *Am. J. Pol. Sci.* 563, 565 (2001) (raising methodological doubts about using simultaneous equations to overcome endogeneity problems).

\textsuperscript{106} See, e.g., Stephen G. Bronars & John R. Lott, Jr., *Do Campaign Donations Alter How a Politician Votes? Or, Do Donors Support Candidates Who Value the Same Thing That They Do?*, 40 J.L. & *Econ.* 317, 317–18 (1997) (explaining that the evidence in empirical studies showing a positive relationship between campaign contributions and roll call voting is “equally consistent with the hypothesis that interest groups contribute to and support politicians with similar interests and ideologies to their own”).

\textsuperscript{107} See Eleanor Neff Powell & Justin Grimmer, *Money in Exile: Campaign Contributions and Committee Access*, 78 *J. Pol.* 974, 975 (2016) (“Moneyed interests are strategic when donating, often making observational data consistent with contrasting explanations. . . [N]either the donors nor the legislators want this influence to be detected—overtly selling influence is illegal, and transparent donor influence would have negative electoral consequences for legislators while making policy influence more difficult for corporations.”).

\textsuperscript{108} See, e.g., Kathleen Bawn et al., *A Theory of Political Parties: Groups, Policy Demands and Nominations in American Politics*, 10 Persp. on *Pol.* 571, 589–90 (2012) (theorizing that political parties are controlled primarily by interest groups and activists, which are less responsive to voter preferences); Joshua L. Kalla & David E. Broockman, *Campaign Contributions Facilitate Access to Congressional Officials: A Randomized Field Experiment*, 60 *Am. J. Pol. Sci.* 545, 552–54 (2016) (finding through an experiment with a political organization randomly assigned to reveal their contributions to congressmembers that there was “an over 200% increase in access” when the organization revealed itself to be a donor and “[p]utative donors were . . . more than 400% as likely to meet with either a member of Congress or a chief of staff”). But see Michelle L. Chin, Jon R. Bond & Nehemia Geva, *A Foot in the Door: An Experimental Study of PAC and Constituency
however, no clear evidence that this access translates directly into favorable legislative roll call votes. Instead, access appears to influence agenda setting, the level of legislator effort to persuade others to support or oppose a bill, and action by congressional committee members during the markup and negotiation stages.\textsuperscript{109} Given that these activities are less directly linked to legislative outcomes than roll call votes and therefore harder to monitor, contributors’ indirect influence on legislative behavior is likely to be imperfect in getting them what they want. It might not lead to optimal agenda setting, legislative effort, or the precise committee actions that contributors prefer.

If campaign finance affects political inequality by determining who gets access to elected officials, then regulation becomes difficult within the parameters of constitutional law. In its most recent First Amendment jurisprudence, the Supreme Court has determined that the prevention of quid pro quo corruption or the appearance of such corruption are the only compelling interests that can justify the regulation of campaign contributions and expenditures.\textsuperscript{110} Influence through access, the Court has concluded, is not quid pro quo corruption.\textsuperscript{111}

Given the likely composition of the Court in the near term, even moderate reforms to campaign finance law might not survive constitutional scrutiny. The future Court is unlikely to uphold regulations or prohibitions on individual independent expenditures or corporate independent expenditures through political action committees (PACs).\textsuperscript{112} There is also a high probability that contribution limits on


\textsuperscript{109} According to some political scientists, time allocated to interest groups and effort during deliberation to persuade colleagues to support a bill are the goods legislators provide to contributors in addition to favorable roll call votes. See Arthur T. Denzau & Michael C. Munger, \textit{Legislators and Interest Groups: How Unorganized Interests Get Represented}, 80 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 89, 90–91 (1986) (providing a model in which contributions to legislators are not exchanged for votes but for legislators’ effort on the interest group’s behalf).

\textsuperscript{110} See \textit{Citizens United v. FEC}, 558 U.S. 310, 359 (2010) (“When \textit{Buckley} identified a sufficiently important governmental interest in preventing corruption or the appearance of corruption, that interest was limited to \textit{quid pro quo} corruption.”).

\textsuperscript{111} See \textit{id.} (“The fact that speakers may have influence over or access to elected officials does not mean that these officials are corrupt . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{112} Before \textit{Citizens United}, the Court consistently protected independent expenditures by individuals and PACs as core First Amendment speech. See First Nat’l Bank of Boston v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 776 (1978) (holding that expenditures, regardless of source, are entitled to protection as speech “at the heart” of the First Amendment); Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 47–48 (1976) (describing the Federal Election Campaign Act’s independent expenditure limit of $1000 as a heavy burden on “core First Amendment expression”). In cases subsequent to these, the Court held that the independent expenditures of PACs,
individuals or PACs that are strict enough to overcome concerns about unequal access would be struck down.\textsuperscript{113}

Apart from what the Court might do, American democracy would suffer from reform efforts that too strictly constrain campaign finance to achieve equal influence. Strict constraints on private money through a public financing system, expenditure limits, or low constitution limits will inevitably reduce the amount of money in politics. While reformers focused on the source of campaign finance typically praise this prospect, when we shift our focus to the uses (and potential uses) of campaign finance, reducing money in politics loses some of its appeal. Reducing money in politics means reducing the opportunities for candidates and parties to inform individuals about the issues and mobilize them to vote. It also means giving incumbents additional advantages over challengers who might not be able to raise enough money to overcome the incumbents’ public name recognition that they have earned from holding office.\textsuperscript{114}


\textsuperscript{113} The Court has typically upheld contribution limits on individuals and political action committees under a lesser form of scrutiny than that applied to expenditure limits. See, e.g., FEC v. Beaumont, 539 U.S. 146 (2003) (upholding a federal ban on corporate contributions); Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S. 377 (2000) (upholding state contribution limits to candidates for state office); Cal. Med. Ass’n v. FEC, 453 U.S. 182 (1981) (upholding the federal contribution limit on multicandidate political committees); Buckley, 424 U.S. at 29–38 (upholding federal contribution limits applied to individuals and political action committees). The Court has reasoned that contribution limits implicate lesser First Amendment associational rights. See id. at 22–23. The Court in Buckley, however, recognized “the important role of contributions in financing political campaigns” and that “contribution restrictions could have a severe impact on political dialogue if the limitations prevented candidates and political committees from amassing the resources necessary for effective advocacy.” Id. at 21. In a case decided thirty years after Buckley, the Court invalidated a state contribution limit that was considered too low. Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230, 248–53 (2006). Recently, in a controversial decision, a 5-4 majority of the Court invalidated aggregate limits on campaign contributions because they were not closely enough related to the interest in preventing quid pro quo corruption or the appearance of such corruption. McCutcheon v. FEC, 134 S. Ct. 1434, 1452–55 (2014).

\textsuperscript{114} See Hasen, supra note 9, at 7 (recognizing that limits on campaign contributions and expenditures “could have profoundly bad effects: censoring political activity, entrenching incumbents over challengers, or giving special treatment to media corporations”). The Court has also recognized a concern about incumbency advantages associated with contribution limits that are too low. See Randall, 548 U.S. at 248. The argument I am making here is not that the democratic costs from campaign finance limits outweigh the benefits. That would require a value-based empirical judgment that is far beyond the scope
Partially because of these constitutional and democratic concerns associated with equalizing influence by leveling down campaign finance, Lessig, Hasen, and others have proposed an alternative to equalizing influence: leveling up. These scholars propose a system of leveling up through $50–$100 vouchers provided to citizens who can donate them to candidates, parties, and in some variations, interest groups. A voucher system would have the democracy-enhancing effect of expanding the number of contributors to campaigns and should not raise constitutional concerns. But it is not clear how effective vouchers would be at equalizing access. Representatives’ time is scarce and they will still need to make access allocation decisions. A voucher contribution is unlikely to shift representatives’ allocation of access in a way that benefits low- or middle-income individuals. Rather than differentiate between contributors and non-contributors in the access they grant, representatives will likely just differentiate between high-level and low-level contributors.

In sum, the campaign finance reform proposals advanced thus far either raise constitutional questions or are unlikely to be effective. This is not to suggest that we should table these reforms, as proposals like voucher systems do have important democratic advantages. But we do need to look beyond campaign finance for additional sources of and solutions to political inequality.

B. Lobbying

In contrast to the considerable attention legal scholars have devoted to campaign finance as a source of political inequality, lobbying has until recently been mostly overlooked. This is surprising of this Article. Instead, my point is hopefully less controversial, which is that campaign finance limits do impose real democratic costs that we should not ignore.

115 HASEN, supra note 9, at 90–94 (proposing a voucher system that gives Americans $100 to donate to parties, candidates, and interest groups to be accompanied by an individual contribution and expenditure limit of $25,000 in any election and $500,000 over a two-year election cycle); LESSIG, supra note 9, at 43–45 (proposing a voucher system that gives Americans $50 to give to any candidate running for office); see also BRUCE ACKERMAN & IAN AYRES, VOTING WITH DOLLARS: A NEW PARADIGM FOR CAMPAIGN FINANCE 12–18 (2002) (advancing a voucher system in which every citizen would be given fifty “Patriot dollars” to donate to candidates).

116 See, e.g., Tyler Culberson, Michael P. McDonald & Suzanne M. Robbins, Small Donors in Congressional Elections, 2018 AM. POL. RES. 6 (“[T]he probability that a single small donation even in a competitive election will decisively tilt the balance is minuscule . . . , so the benefit of a small donation to a candidate is trifling.”).
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given that organized interests spend five times more on lobbying than they do on financing campaigns. While legal scholars have been mostly on the sidelines, the famous scandal in the 2000s involving gifts from lobbyist Jack Abramoff in exchange for official acts from Representative Bob Ney, three of his staffers, and staffers of other representatives, along with White House and agency officials, did bring renewed legislative attention to lobbying. Congress responded with the Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007, which strengthened the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995. The law expanded lobbyist disclosure requirements, “extended the waiting period from one year to two years for senators . . . to work as lobbyists,” “requir[ed] reports on lobbyists’ ‘bundling’ of campaign contributions for federal candidates, and . . . ban[ned] gifts from lobbyists to members of Congress and staffers.”

In addition to this federal law, states have imposed bans on campaign contributions from lobbyists, imposed waiting periods for former elected officials to serve as lobbyists, and have barred lobbyists from engaging in fundraising. Reform advocates have proposed that Congress adopt similar bans on lobbyists’ campaign contributions and fundraising. These laws and reform proposals are motivated by a concern that lobbying serves as a channel for powerful and wealthy interests to gain favor from elected officials at the expense of other members of the public. Underlying this concern is an exchange theory of lobbying in which lobbyists representing powerful and wealthy interest groups justify their influence by offering political benefits to elected officials in exchange for regulatory approval or other favors. This theory has been criticized for its assumptions about the motivations of lobbyists and the effects of lobbying on public policy. Nevertheless, it remains a useful framework for understanding the role of lobbying in the political process.
buy access and influence through contributions, fundraising, and gifts to elected officials who help the lobbyists secure favorable outcomes. If the exchange theory is right, then these lobbying reforms and proposals are critical to reducing unequal influence and responsiveness.

The exchange theory, however, does not comport with three empirical anomalies associated with lobbying. First, empirical studies have consistently found that lobbyists tend to lobby their friends—those elected officials that already support the lobbyists’ preferred action. Second, lobbyist access to elected officials appears to be independent of lobbying contributions. For example, representatives give interest groups, think tanks, and other non-profits a considerable amount of access despite the fact that “only a small percentage have an affiliated PAC.” Third, lobbyists supported by the wealthy who have more material resources do not secure any more favorable legislative outcomes than lobbyists supported by others who have fewer material resources.

action, [and] (4) provision for the transparency of lobbyist-government official interactions”).

126 See, e.g., David Austen-Smith & John R. Wright, Counteractive Lobbying, 38 AM. J. POL. SCI. 25, 25–28, 41 (1994) (identifying “[a] long tradition of research concluding that lobbyists mostly reinforce and encourage legislators who already agree with them,” providing an explanation for lobbyists’ decisions to target their “friends,” and finding empirical support for the observation). But see Keith E. Schnakenberg, Informational Lobbying and Legislative Voting 61 AM. J. POL. SCI. 129, 132 (2017) (suggesting that while lobbying activity is directed at allies, these allies are not the ultimate targets of the interest groups’ persuasive efforts; instead, informational lobbying supports allies’ efforts to persuade opponents). Evidence that lobbyists tend to lobby their friends who support the same policies as they do suggests that correlational findings between lobbying and favorable outcomes suffer endogeneity problems.

127 Richard Hall and Alan Deardorff also note an often-overlooked fact in studies of lobbying, that the median nonzero PAC contribution has been consistently small, well under $1000,” which is “far below the ceiling imposed by campaign finance laws in place since 1974.” See Hall & Deardorff, supra note 125, at 71.

128 Id.; see also David Austen-Smith, Campaign Contributions and Access, 89 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 566, 566 (1995) (“If the rationale for access is information, access will only be granted to groups with closely aligned preferences . . . . [Because the] information is valuable, the legislator will be willing to grant access to such groups independent of any financial incentives.”).

129 In the most comprehensive empirical study of lobbying’s impact on legislative outcomes, Frank Baumgartner and his coauthors found that regardless of the measure of policy success, “resources have no significant correlation with a positive policy outcome.” BAUMGARTNER ET AL., supra note 11, at 203; see also Amy McKay, Buying Policy? The Effects of Lobbyists’ Resources on Their Policy Success, 65 POL. RES. Q. 908, 913 (2012) (finding in an empirical study of the relationship between policy success and lobbyists’ budget that “[g]reater financial variables do not appear to help lobbyists’ chances of achieving their objectives or attaining their preferred policy outcome”).
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Social scientists have therefore shifted to an information theory of lobbying in which lobbyists use their access to provide information to friendly elected officials on issues of mutual interest. Since representatives lack the staff and expertise to fully inform themselves, they rely on lobbyists to provide them with three pivotal pieces of information: the interests and opinions of their constituents; “in depth policy analysis, reports, or expertise”; and “political ‘intelligence,’” which includes information about political strategy relevant to policy adoption.130

Even if lobbying serves more of an information than exchange function, it could still give those with more resources disproportionate influence. Certain interests are underrepresented among the organized. Political scientist Dara Strolovitch, for example, has shown that the interests of the marginalized poor are unrepresented in the lobbying efforts of public interest groups.131 If the primary lobbying function of organized interests is to provide information to elected officials about issues of mutual interest, the exclusion of the poor from interest group representation means that their issues will rarely be prioritized. Furthermore, to the extent that interest groups provide information on constituent opinion and preferences about a particular issue, the marginalization of the poor from interest group representation means that their opinions and preferences will not be transmitted to elected officials.

The capacity of wealthy organized interests to set the agenda also gives them outsized influence.132 Frank Baumgartner and his co-authors find that while the organized interests with more material resources do not necessarily win specific legislative battles through lobbying more than organized interests with less material resources, they do “have a distinct advantage in setting the lobbying agenda.”133

130 Hall & Deardorff, supra note 125, at 74. Such information sharing should not be confused with objective reporting of the facts. Lobbyists, as scholars have recognized, do strategically share information and shape the information that they share. See, e.g., David Austen-Smith & John R. Wright, Competitive Lobbying for a Legislator’s Vote, 9 Soc. Choice & Welfare 229, 230 (1992).

131 See Dara Z. Strolovitch, Do Interest Groups Represent the Disadvantaged? Advocacy at the Intersection of Race, Class, and Gender, 68 J. Pol. 894, 902–05 (2006) (finding that public interest advocacy organizations are biased in their representation away from the interests of the disadvantaged); see also BAUMGARTNER ET AL., supra note 11, at 256 (“Liberal citizen groups, which were the vast majority of all citizen groups identified in our fieldwork, display little interest in the problems of low-income Americans.”).

132 See, e.g., Peter K. Enns et al., The Power of Economic Interests and the Congressional Economic Policy Agenda 4 (Wash. Ctr. for Equitable Growth Working Paper Series, Paper No. 2016-07, 2016) (finding empirical support for the hypothesis that organized interests use their resources to shape “[w]hich economic problems are addressed and which are neglected”).

133 BAUMGARTNER ET AL., supra note 11, at 257.
Comparing a public survey of issue priorities with the issues that received the attention of Congress, Baumgartner and his coauthors found that the legislative agenda derived mostly from lobbying activities looked very different from the issues the public prioritized.\(^{134}\)

To the extent income-based inequality in responsiveness arises from information biases produced through lobbying, it is difficult to imagine a constitutionally viable and effective solution. Current regulations of lobbyists’ campaign contributions and fundraising in support of candidates are probably constitutional, but they are unlikely to even out access for groups entirely unrepresented by lobbyists. It is simply hard to imagine a constitutionally acceptable regulation that forces organized groups to represent marginalized interests.

Other proposals that limit or ban lobbyist access to representatives raise considerable constitutional problems. It is doubtful that unequal access can stand as a compelling justification for limits on lobbying under the First Amendment freedom of speech and petition without proof that access leads to favorable legislative outcomes.\(^{135}\) Furthermore, regulation of lobbyist access would impose important democratic costs. It would reduce the flow of information from lobbyists to representatives about constituents, issues, and the political environment in ways that representatives cannot compensate for giving their limited staffing. The result would be representative decisions that are less informed or less likely to be made at all.\(^{136}\)

In sum, current lobbying laws and reform proposals might redress some of the biases in influence arising from exchange between lobbyists and representatives. But to the extent that much of the bias in representation arises from the information function of lobbying, the laws and proposals on the table are unlikely to reduce them to any great extent.

---

\(^{134}\) See id. (contrasting the top public concerns of “crime, the economy, international affairs, education, health, and social welfare” with the top issues lobbyists were working on, which included “health, environment, transportation, banking, defense, science and telecommunication, and foreign trade”).

\(^{135}\) The Court has not specifically addressed the constitutionality of lobbying, but the majority view among scholars is that lobbying is constitutionally protected under the First Amendment. See, e.g., Briffault, supra note 124, at 163 (“Lobbying is an aspect of the freedoms of speech, press, association, and petition protected by the [C]onstitution.”). But see McKinley, supra note 117, at 1195–98 (suggesting that lobbying in its current incarnation is inconsistent with the First Amendment freedom to petition).

\(^{136}\) See Austen-Smith & Wright, supra note 130, at 245 (proposing that “any lobbying at all induces legislators to vote correctly more often than in the absence of lobbying’’); Hall & Deardorff, supra note 125, at 81 (suggesting that lobbyists help legislators do a better job at legislating by “enlarge[ing] the resources that legislators have to work on behalf of their constituents”).
Both the system of campaign finance and lobbying appear to give those with financial advantages an edge in influencing political outcomes. When one pairs the disparities in campaign contributions, spending, and lobbying expenditures between the wealthy and others with the findings of Gilens, Bartels, and others regarding income class-based disparities in political responsiveness, the source of political inequality seems intuitively clear. But empirical evidence has thus far failed to expose a direct link between the two. Instead, campaign contributions and lobbying appear to influence outcomes through the indirect channel of access, information bias, and agenda control. Regulating campaign finance and lobbying on the basis of these indirect channels of influence raises constitutional concerns and doubts about effectiveness that have not yet been adequately addressed and imposes democratic costs that have mostly been overlooked.

In the next Part, I turn to another source of political inequality that legal scholars have thus far neglected—one which provides the basis for a constitutionally viable, effective, and democratically beneficial solution. I focus on the underrepresentation of low-income voters in the actual electorate.

III

POLITICAL INEQUALITY AND THE IMBALANCED ELECTORATE

The United States has one of the worst voter turnout records of any industrialized democracy. In every presidential election since 1968, turnout has been below 60% of the voting age population, while in every midterm election since 1970, less than 40% of the voting age population has turned out to vote.\(^{137}\) Turnout in local elections is typically even lower.\(^{138}\)

Low voter turnout in the United States creates the potential for imbalances in the electorate along a variety of demographic characteristics. One of the most important sources of imbalances in the electorate is rooted in economic class: The poor and working class vote at much lower rates than higher-income groups. Since the census started


\(^{138}\) See Zoltan L. Hajnal & Paul G. Lewis, Municipal Institutions and Voter Turnout in Local Elections, 38 UrbAN AFF. REV. 645, 645–46 (2003) (“[T]he existing evidence suggests that turnout in city elections may average half that of national elections, with turnout in some cities regularly falling below one-quarter of the voting-age population.”).
collecting data on voting by income in the 1964 presidential election, there has been a consistent gap in reported turnout between the highest and lowest income quintile of at least 30% through the 2012 presidential election.\textsuperscript{139}

Does the underrepresentation of the poor among actual U.S. voters contribute to political and economic inequality? Legal scholars have not yet focused on the problem of the imbalanced electorate.\textsuperscript{140} Yet, as I argue in this Part, there is compelling evidence that the poor's nonvoting contributes to political inequality and unresponsive public policies.

In this Part, I start by describing the empirical relationship between constituency opinion and preferences, on the one hand, and representative roll call voting and policy outcomes, on the other. The existence of this relationship is critical to any claim that the income imbalance of the electorate contributes to unequal roll call voting and political outcomes. I then address the longstanding claim that voters and nonvoters are so similar that nonvoting does not generate bias in public policy. Political scientists have provided increasing reasons to doubt this claim. It appears quite likely that elected actors respond to the perceived needs of actual voters—and that the poor's underrepresentation in that group distorts public policy. I use this evidence to return to and reframe the puzzle of the median voter theorem. Because the poor are disproportionately excluded among the actual electorate, the median voter's income is much higher than the median member of the public. To the extent that political representatives respond to the median actual voter, then public policy would inevitably reflect this distortion in the electorate. Nonvoting by the poor may therefore help explain the paradox of stagnating income and non-responsive public policy in the midst of majoritarian democracy.


\textsuperscript{140} To the extent that legal scholars have addressed the unequal exercise of political power by the poor, they have focused on the unequal capacity of poor and non-poor to participate in the financing of campaigns. For example, Edward Foley argues, “permitting wealthy citizens to use their wealth in electoral politics biases the electoral process in favor of their political objectives and against the political objectives of the poor.” Edward B. Foley, \textit{Equal-Dollars-per-Voter: A Constitutional Principle of Campaign Finance}, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1204, 1204 (1994). To counter this bias, Foley proposes the Court embrace a Constitutional guarantee “that all voters receive equal financial resources for the purpose of participating in electoral politics.” \textit{Id}.\textsuperscript{3}
A. The Relevance of Constituency Opinion and Preferences

The scholarly focus on campaign finance and lobbying as sources of political inequality might give the impression that constituency opinion does not matter. But a key rational choice assumption, corroborated by an empirical survey of members of Congress, is that the desire to be re-elected is a key motivation for representatives.\(^\text{141}\) Money certainly helps to secure a place in the election. But constituent support through votes is necessary to win elections. The empirical evidence demonstrating a relationship between constituent opinion and legislative decision-making suggest that ordinary voters matter.\(^\text{142}\)

A question raised in studies finding a relationship between constituent opinion and preferences is whether they prove that representatives are responsive to their constituents or only that representatives share the opinion and preferences of their constituents. If the former, then the studies suggest voting is an effective tool for securing responsiveness through accountable legislative decision-making. But if the correlation is simply the product of representatives sharing the opinion and preferences of their constituents, then voting does not necessarily secure responsiveness.

\(^\text{141}\) See JOHN W. KINGDON, CONGRESSMEN’S VOTING DECISIONS 31, 60–66 (1973) (finding in a survey of congresspersons that constituency was the second most mentioned factor influencing a congressmember’s decision because congressmembers fear that a wrong roll call vote could cost them in the next election); DAVID R. MAYHEW, CONGRESS: THE ELECTORAL CONNECTION 5 (1974) (articulating the rational choice assumption of representatives “as single-minded seekers of reelection”).

\(^\text{142}\) Most studies finding a correlation between constituency opinion and roll call voting were in the range of 0.3 to 0.7. See, e.g., ROBERT S. ERIKSON, GERALD C. WRIGHT & JOHN P. MCIVER, STATEHOUSE DEMOCRACY: PUBLIC OPINION AND POLICY IN THE AMERICAN STATES 78 (1993) (finding a strong correlation of 0.82 between state policy and public opinion); ROBERT S. ERIKSON, MICHAEL MACKuen, & JAMES A. STIMSON, THE MACRO POLITY 316 (2002) (combining policy responsiveness to public opinion through “electorally linked policy response” and “direct rational anticipation response” and finding a 0.86 correlation between public opinion change and the ideological direction of policy activity); Larry M. Bartels, Constituency Opinion and Congressional Policy Making: The Reagan Defense Build Up, 85 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 457, 467 (1991) (finding that “[t]he undifferentiated effect of constituency preferences accounts for the vast bulk of the actual increase in Pentagon outlays”); Alan D. Monroe, Public Opinion and Public Policy, 1980–1993, 62 PUB. OPINION Q. 6, 16 (1998) (finding a 55% consistency between public opinion and actual policy from the 1980–1993 period); Benjamin I. Page & Robert Y. Shapiro, Effects of Public Opinion on Policy, 77 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 175, 179 (1983) (finding in an examination of 231 cases of policy change that the “policy change was congruent with opinion change in 66 percent of the cases”). But see James H. Kuklinski, Representatives and Elections: A Policy Analysis, 72 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 165, 172 (1978) (finding a small relationship between constituent opinion as measured by votes on referenda and California state legislator roll call voting of 0.22 in the California State Assembly and 0.14 in the California State Senate).
Another set of studies has tried to resolve this endogeneity problem by examining the relationship between changes in constituent opinion and legislative behavior as measured by policy outcomes or policy moods. These dynamic representation studies have consistently found that constituency opinion changes over time or that results from redistricting are significantly and positively correlated with legislative policy changes or shifts in policy moods. This evidence suggests that representatives are tracking the opinions of their constituents and that they are doing so to secure the support of their constituents in the next elections.

These studies of representative responsiveness to constituency opinion indicate that voting does matter. But since the studies examine undifferentiated constituency opinion, they do not really tell us whether nonvoting by certain segments of the constituency contributes to biased legislative responsiveness toward the wealthy. To state differently, these studies do not tell us anything about whether the disproportionate nonvoting of the poor contribute to the lack of responsiveness to the median voter.

B. The Relevance of Nonvoting

More than half a century ago, political scientist V.O. Key famously asserted: “The blunt truth is that politicians and officials are under no compulsion to pay much heed to classes and groups of citizens who do not vote.” Key’s assertion matches our intuition about legislative responsiveness. Politicians primarily motivated by the desire to be reelected do not need to worry about the interests of those who do not, and will not, vote. This is not to say that the interests of nonvoters will never be represented—reelection might be a


144 V.O. Key, Jr., Southern Politics in State and Nation 527 (1949).
politician’s primary motivation but it is not her only motivation.\footnote{145} But any such representation of nonvoters will not arise from officials’ concerns about being reelected.

Nonvoting, according to this intuitive account, undermines representative government because officeholders do not represent the interests of all the people. Instead, officeholders only represent the interests of the voting proportion of the people, which contributes to political inequality.

A number of political scientists have argued, however, that nonvoting does not matter for representation because differences in partisan preferences, survey responses on policy issues, and ideological orientation of voters and nonvoters are inconsequential.\footnote{146} Other studies comparing elections involving actual voters with simulated elections involving universal suffrage found on the basis of an assessment of the partisan preferences of voters and nonvoters that the results in virtually every election would be the same.\footnote{147} If there is truly no difference between voters and nonvoters, or if such differences are too small to matter, then any claim of a link between nonvoting and unequal political responsiveness loses much of its persuasiveness.

Scholars have raised doubts regarding the finding that voters and nonvoters do not have distinct preferences that impact the direction of public policy.\footnote{148} In particular, scholars have pointed to the fact that

\footnote{145} Political scientists and economists have found ideology to be an important factor in legislative decisionmaking and roll call voting. \textit{See, e.g.}, \textsc{Robert A. Bernstein}, \textsc{Elections, Representation, and Congressional Voting Behavior: The Myth of Constituency Control}, 104–05 (1989) (finding that “[t]he desire for reelection has only a marginal impact in shifting members from ideological preferences should those preferences differ from the preferences of their constituencies”); \textsc{Steven D. Levitt}, \textit{How Do Senators Vote? Disentangling the Role of Voter Preferences, Party Affiliation, and Senator Ideology}, 86 \textsc{Am. Econ. Rev.}, 425, 434 (1996) (concluding from an empirical study that “[s]enator ideology appears to be the most important determinant of senator voting by a wide margin”).

\footnote{146} \textit{See} \textsc{Raymond E. Wolfinger \& Steven J. Rosenstone}, \textit{Who Votes?} 104–14 (1980) (sparking the debate with their surprising empirical findings about the relationship between nonvoting and representation); \textit{cf.} \textsc{Stuart N. Soroka \& Christopher Wlezien}, \textit{On the Limits to Inequality in Representation}, 41 \textsc{Ps}, 319, 319–23 (2008) (examining survey responses on crime, defense, education, the environment, foreign aid, health, and welfare and finding no differences in opinion across income categories on every issue except welfare spending).

\footnote{147} \textit{See}, \textit{e.g.}, \textsc{John Sides, Eric Schickler \& Jack Citrin}, \textit{If Everyone Had Voted, Would Bubba and Dubya Have Won?}, \textsc{38 Presidential Stud. Q}, 521, 522–23 (2008) (“The main conclusion of research on the relationship between turnout and electoral outcomes in congressional, Senate, and presidential elections is that the impact of higher turnout is both variable and usually small.” (citations omitted)).

\footnote{148} \textit{See} \textsc{Leighley \& Nagler, supra} note 14, at 160, 177 (reconsidering “the preferences of voters and nonvoters on the four issues that Wollinger and Rosenstone (1980) presented from 1972 for which we have data in 2008” and finding that “in every election year from 1972 to 2008, voters and nonvoters differ substantively on most issues relating to the role of
partisan preferences and ideological orientations are often too broad a measure to account for important differences between voters and nonvoters. For example, a voter and nonvoter might share partisan preferences but for different reasons. Voters might be Democrats because of the party’s asserted stance on environmental and social issues while nonvoters might be Democrats because of the party’s asserted stance on economic issues. Similarly, the category “liberal” broadly encompasses such diverse positions as pro-environment, pro-gay marriage, and pro-government spending on welfare programs. The failure of studies comparing voters and nonvoters on the basis of ideological orientation to differentiate between different types of liberals might lead scholars to overlook important distinctions—ones that would matter once elected representatives are in office and seeking to represent those who elect them on particular policy issues.

Responses to survey questions provide a more revealing measure of differences between voters and nonvoters, but even these suffer from flaws that might lead to the underestimation of differences between voters and nonvoters. Surveys cannot account for the entire universe of issues that an individual might care about. Survey responses might reflect true, deeply held preferences or more shallow impulses felt at the time of the survey. Surveys typically do not account for how individuals prioritize issues or their intensity of preferences on issues.

See Leighley & Nagler, supra note 14, at 3 (“If voters’ preferences for the Democrats are based on the promise of liberal social policies, and nonvoters’ preferences for the Democrats are based on the promise of liberal economic policies, then the nonvoters are going to suffer for staying home.”).

Sidney Verba et al., Citizen Activity: Who Participates? What Do They Say?, 87 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 303, 304 (1993) (explaining how survey questions involve “public issues preselected by authors of surveys” that “are not necessarily the issues that activists address when they actually take part in politics”).

See, e.g., Arend Lijphart, Unequal Participation: Democracy’s Unresolved Dilemma, 91 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 1, 4 (1997) (“Nonvoters who are asked their opinions on policy and partisan preferences in surveys are typically citizens who have not given these questions much thought . . . . It is highly likely that, if they were mobilized to vote, their votes would be quite different from their responses in opinion polls.”).

See, e.g., Benjamin Toff, Rethinking the Role of Public Opinion Polls in American Democracy, SCHOLARS STRATEGY NETWORK (Aug. 20, 2014), https://scholars.org/brief/
have been found to distort survey results in particular ideological directions.\footnote{153}

A recent study throws into sharp relief the potential differences between low-income and high-income voters in terms of the policy concerns communicated to representatives. Sidney Verba and his coauthors found that the disadvantaged were twice as likely (and the poorest individuals four times as likely) as the advantaged to have communicated “concerns about basic human needs, such as poverty, jobs, housing, and health.”\footnote{154} The advantaged, on the other hand, focused their economic concerns on “taxes, government spending, or the budget.”\footnote{155}

Perhaps the biggest shortcoming of studies relying on attitudinal preferences to measure the difference between voters and nonvoters is that under the dominant model of the relationship between constituents and representatives, such preferences appear to play a smaller than expected role in legislative roll call votes and policy outcomes. According to the standard control model, representatives are responsive to the expressed preferences of their constituents.\footnote{156} Representatives vote on bills in accordance with their constituents’ preferences because failure to do so will result in them being punished in the next election.\footnote{157} The standard control model thus predicts perfect or near perfect correlation between constituent preferences and roll call votes or policy outcomes. Yet, most studies find only a weak to moderate

\footnote{153}{See Adam J. Berinsky, Silent Voices: Public Opinion and Political Participation in America 96 (2004) (finding from an empirical assessment of responses and non-responses to surveys on social welfare that those who respond to the survey “are almost one-half a point more conservative on the seven-point scale than” those who abstain).

154 Verba et al., supra note 150, at 311–12 (finding that the disadvantaged are more likely to be motivated by concerns about drugs and crime when engaging in political activity); see also Gilets, supra note 8, at 79 (finding that income class preferences diverge about twenty percent of the time).

155 Verba et al., supra note 150, at 312.

156 See Hanna Fenichel Pitkin, The Concept of Representation 140 (1967) (identifying as a leading conception of representation in a democracy one in which the representative “is seen as receiving explicit instructions from [her constituents] and carrying out those instructions”); R. Douglas Arnold, Can Inattentive Citizens Control Their Elected Representatives?, in Congress Reconsidered 403 (Lawrence C. Dodd & Bruce I. Oppenheimer, eds. 1993) (describing the features of the standard control models as one in which “[l]egislators act as instructed delegates, working to discern their constituents’ policy preferences and doing their best to follow the majority’s preferences”).

157 See Kingdon, supra note 141, at 59 (identifying as “[t]he classic enforcement of constituency control over the representative . . . retribution at the polls”).}
correlation between constituency opinion and roll call voting or policy outcomes—one that is far from perfect.\footnote{Most studies finding a correlation between constituency opinion and roll call voting are in the range of 0.3 to 0.7. See \textit{supra} note 142 and accompanying text.}

Survey evidence from John Kingdon’s famous study of congressional voting decisions suggests that the standard control model is flawed—legislators are not responding to constituents’ expressed preferences but rather to their own guesses about what those preferences might be. Kingdon found that congresspersons care deeply about being reelected and do think that their voting record will have consequences for their reelection.\footnote{KINGDON, supra note 141, at 30–31 (finding in a survey of congresspersons that constituency is the second most important factor in their decisionmaking and that “[e]ven if constituents are rarely interested in the congressman’s actions . . . he may anticipate their possible reactions to his votes and take those potential reactions into account”).}

But the legislators also admitted that they usually had no idea how their constituents think about most issues that they have to decide.\footnote{Id. Representatives often do not have any sense of constituent preferences on many issues they decide because constituents have not developed preferences on those issues. See, e.g., Michael X. Delli Carpini, \textit{An Overview of the State of Citizens’ Knowledge About Politics}, in \textit{COMMUNICATING POLITICAL ENGAGING THE PUBLIC IN DEMOCRATIC LIFE} 27–30 (Mitchell S. Kinney et al., eds. 2005) (showing through survey evidence that Americans are poorly informed on the issues).} What representatives instead try to do is anticipate the preferences of their constituents.\footnote{See Arnol, supra note 156, at 409–10 (describing the anticipatory preference theory).} And they typically do so on the basis of the perceived preferences of their constituents based on what the representatives assume their needs to be.\footnote{See Verba et al., supra note 150, at 304 (“When demographic distinctions are pertinent to political conflict . . . [e]ven in the absence of explicit directives (and constituents often do not send detailed messages), elected officials anticipate the needs and make inferences about the preferences of potentially active constituents.”).}

Thus, imperfect responsiveness is probably due largely to representatives’ misperceptions about the needs of their constituents.\footnote{See David Edward Broockman, \textit{Political Opinion and Political Representation} 61 (2015) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley), \url{http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/etd/ucb/text/Broockman_berkeley_0028E_15232.pdf} (“[M]ost politicians appear fairly inaccurate about district opinion, erring by at least 10 percentage points on average . . . [W]ith liberal politicians and conservative politicians both overestimating support for conservative policy positions and conservative politicians doing so by more than 20 percentage points on average.”).}

If representatives are trying to anticipate actual voters’ needs, then this suggests that the underrepresentation of the poor in the electorate could well distort legislators’ policy decisions. Because nonvoters are disproportionately poor, they are likely to have substantially different needs than voters, who are disproportionately not poor. Sidney Verba and his coauthors provide evidence of these dif-
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ferences in their analysis of the messages that the advantaged and dis-
advantaged communicate to public officials through their political
activity.\textsuperscript{164} Even in the absence of these messages, politicians are
likely to perceive differences in needs between voters and nonvoters
and prioritize the perceived needs of voters over those of nonvoters.

Studies finding little or no correlation between legislators’ votes
and their poor constituents’ needs also support this hypothesis. For
example, Su Li and I recently reported findings that representatives
were more likely to support legislation favoring farmers and workers
as the proportion of each within the representative’s district
increased—but no such relationship held for poor constituents.\textsuperscript{165}
Instead, the greater the number of poor individuals in a district, the
less likely the representative would vote favorably on bills advancing
the needs of the poor.\textsuperscript{166} Thus, representatives were responsive to the
perceived needs of farmers and union members, but not to the poor.
What distinguishes farmers and union members from the poor is that
the former typically vote and the latter typically do not.\textsuperscript{167}
Representatives appear to respond to the perceived needs of typical voters while
ignoring the perceived needs of typical nonvoters.\textsuperscript{168}

Thus, there are compelling reasons to believe that the poor’s non-
voting matters and that it contributes both to political inequality and
to the failure of democratic representatives to respond to economic

\textsuperscript{164} See Verba et al., \textit{supra} note 150, at 310–13 (describing how, for example, messages
about basic human needs that are sent by advantaged individuals are much less likely to
discuss problems they experience in their own lives as compared to messages sent by
disadvantaged individuals).

\textsuperscript{165} See Bertrall L. Ross II & Su Li, \textit{Measuring Political Power: Suspect Class
Determinations and the Poor}, 104 \textit{CALIF. L. REV.} 323, 364–67 (2016) (finding that a 10%
increase in the percentage of farmers in a district increased the likelihood of a
representative voting favorably on a final bill by 14% and that a 10% increase in the
percentage of union members in a district increased the likelihood of a representative
voting favorably on a final bill by 10%).

\textsuperscript{166} See \textit{id.} at 368–69 (finding that a 10% increase in the percentage of poor people in a
district decreased the likelihood of a representative voting favorably on a final bill by
11%).

\textsuperscript{167} See, e.g., John Thomas Delaney, Marick F. Masters & Susan Schwochau, \textit{Unionism
and Voter Turnout}, 9 \textit{J. LAB. RES.} 221, 230 (1988) (finding that union members are more
likely to be registered and to vote than non-union members, with 61.2% of union members
voting in elections); Jeanna Bryner, \textit{Doctors Vote Less Than Farmers}, \textit{LIVE SCIENCE} (May
were twice as likely as physicians to vote).

\textsuperscript{168} Evidence does suggest, however, that when the poor do turnout more, they are able
to secure policy responsiveness in the form of higher welfare spending and more lenient
welfare eligibility requirements. See Kim Quaile Hill & Jan E. Leighley, \textit{The Policy
Consequences of Class Bias in State Electorates}, 36 \textit{AM. J. POL. SCI.} 351, 363 (1992) (finding
in an empirical study of class bias and state redistributive policies that “class bias in state
electorates is systematically related to the degree of redistribution in contemporary state
policies”).
inequality. The uneven distribution of the nonvoting population appears to undermine representative government by contributing to the inequality of responsiveness to different sub-constituents of the population. I argue in the next section that the poor’s under-representation matters not only for policies that directly affect the poor, but that it matters for other middle-income individuals by shifting the income of the median voter upward—and with it legislators’ sense of what overall policies their constituents prefer.

C. Revisiting the Median Voter Theorem of Redistribution: The Actual Median Voter

Recall the median voter theorem of redistribution. It predicts that when the income of the mean voter exceeds that of the median voter, there should be pressure on representatives to adopt redistributive policies because the median voter stands to gain from redistribution.169 The larger the gap between the income of the mean and median voter, the greater the political pressure to redistribute.170 The median voter theorem of redistribution, however, does not seem to be operating in the United States. As the gap between the income of the mean and median voter has grown over the past forty years, redistributive policies have weakened.171

The capacity of the wealthy and special interest groups to disproportionately bias the information that representatives receive and the agenda representatives advance through campaign contributions and lobbying provides a partial explanation for why the predictions of the median voter theorem of redistribution fail. But another likely part of the explanation is the income imbalance of the electorate.

The median voter theorem of redistribution seems to imagine a hypothetical voting population in which every adult votes. The census calculation of the gap between the median and mean income is based on the entire voting age population.172 If we take this entire voting age

169 See supra Section I.B.
170 See supra Section I.B.
171 Empirical studies testing the median voter theorem of redistribution have found mixed results. Compare Milanovic, supra note 78, at 396 (finding weak evidence for the median voter theorem serving as the channel for redistribution and speculating that the weak relationship arises from the fact that redistributive decisions are not made by direct voting by citizens but rather by representatives who may not be responsive to the median actual voter), with Lane Kenworthy & Jonas Pontusson, Rising Inequality and the Politics of Redistribution in Affluent Countries, 3 PERSP. ON POL. 449, 458–59 (2005) (finding support for the median voter theorem of redistribution when measuring changes in redistribution against changes in household market inequality in all the countries studied except the United States).
172 See supra note 67 and accompanying text.
population into account, there should have been pressure to redistribute ever since the gap emerged and that pressure should have grown as the gap widened.

When we relax the universal voting assumption and move from the hypothetical voting population to the real voting population, the relationship between the mean and median changes. The mean income of the entire voting age population continues to be the relevant benchmark in the median voter theorem of redistribution because a redistribution policy would apply to the entire population and whether a voter stands to win or lose depends on how her income compares to the mean person’s income. But the median income voter shifts when we relax the universal voting assumption to account for the real voting population.

In the context of the United States, the real voting population excludes a disproportionate portion of the poor. The median actual voter income is therefore higher and closer to the mean. This suggests that there should be less pressure on representatives to redistribute (because the median actual voter stands to gain less) than there would be in the context of universal voting.

Thus, the failure of the median voter theorem of redistribution to predict when American representatives have enacted redistributive policies in response to political pressure may well be accounted for by the income imbalance of the electorate. But this account is only a partial one, as there still exists a gap between the median actual voter and

---

173 See Kenworthy & Pontusson, supra note 171, at 457 (describing as the “most problematic aspect of the median-voter models . . . the assumption that all income earners are more or less equally represented in the political process”).

174 Nolan McCarty, Keith Poole, and Howard Rosenthal also engage the distinction between the income of the median actual voter and the median person in the voting age population, focusing in on its source in the growing population of noncitizens who are ineligible to vote. McCARTY ET AL., supra note 49, at 138. While the rising immigrant population might provide a partial explanation for the failure of the median voter theorem of redistribution predictions in the United States since the 1970s, it cannot quite account for the weakening of redistributive policies in the context of the growing gap between the mean and median income.

175 See Kenworthy & Pontusson, supra note 171, at 459 (explaining that “low turnout offers a potentially compelling explanation for why the American welfare state has been so much less responsive to rising market inequality than other welfare states”); Vincent A. Mahler, Electoral Turnout and Income Redistribution by the State: A Cross-National Analysis of the Developed Democracies, 47 EUR. J. POL. RES. 161, 174–76 (2008) (finding a statistically significant positive relationship between turnout and government redistribution and between turnout and the income bias of the electorate); Vincent A. Mahler, David K. Jesuit & Piotr R. Paradowski, Electoral Turnout and State Redistribution: A Cross-National Study of Fourteen Developed Countries, 67 POL. RES. Q. 361, 371 (2014) (finding that “higher electoral participation by income groups, especially those in the lower-middle and middle parts of the income spectrum, is indeed associated with greater redistribution in their favor”).
the mean income in the population that should produce pressure on representatives to redistribute. And yet representatives’ support for redistribution has remained weak over the past forty years.

In the next Part, I point to another potential source for the failure of elected representatives to strengthen redistributive policies in response to growing economic inequality: representatives’ perceptions of the electorate. I argue that these perceptions are derived from the messages that campaigns receive from the electorate that are biased toward the wealthy. These include messages from campaign contributions, expenditures, lobbying, and voter mobilization. I contend that less biased voter mobilization provides the greatest potential for more fairness in representatives’ perception of the electorate.

IV
BIASED MOBILIZATION AND THE IMBALANCED ELECTORATE

Law has historically been a vital tool for creating a more inclusive democracy. The crowning success has been the Voting Rights Act of 1965, which brought about a more racially inclusive democracy.\(^\text{176}\) The Act removed critical barriers to voting, such as literacy tests, and required jurisdictions with a history of voting discrimination to obtain approval from the federal government before making changes to its voting laws.\(^\text{177}\) The results were stunning. Disparities in registration and turnout by race, even in the states with the deepest history of voting discrimination, have been reduced and eliminated entirely in recent presidential elections.\(^\text{178}\) Though political equality has not been fully achieved, issues relevant to the interests and needs of racial


\(^{177}\) See id. §§ 1973(a), 1973c(a).

\(^{178}\) According to census data, 62.2% of whites and 66.2% of African Americans voted in the 2012 presidential election. U.S. Census Bureau, Voting and Registration, Table 2: Reported Voting and Registration, by Race, Hispanic Origin, Sex, and Age, for the United States: November 2012 (2013), https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/tables/p20/568/table02_1.xls. In the southern states with a history of discrimination that were targeted by the original Voting Rights Act—Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina—African Americans reported voting more than whites. U.S. Census Bureau, Voting and Registration, Table 4b: Reported Voting and Registration by Sex, Race, and Hispanic Origin, for States: November 2012 (2013), https://www2.census.gov/programs-surveys/cps/tables/p20/568/table04b.xls. Part of this was certainly due to the fact that the first African American President was running for reelection, but it nonetheless demonstrated the effectiveness of the Voting Rights Act in removing barriers to voting.
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minorities are much more likely to get onto the political agenda and be addressed than they were before the Voting Rights Act.\textsuperscript{179}

Law has been less focused on, but has not entirely ignored, the underrepresentation of the poor in the electorate. Removing barriers designed to keep African Americans and other racial minorities from voting, such as literacy tests and poll taxes, have also made it easier for low-income individuals of any race to vote. A campaign to reduce barriers to voter registration has yielded fruit in the form of the National Voter Registration Act of 1993.\textsuperscript{180} Despite the emergence of voter identification laws and similar state-level restrictions over the past ten years, the dominant trend of the past fifty years has been toward lowering the barriers to voting.\textsuperscript{181}

These legal reforms focused on reducing the costs of voting can point to a theoretical foundation in social science research arguing that the costs of voting are what keep people from the polls.\textsuperscript{182} Yet, despite the general reduction in costs over the past fifty years, turnout in presidential and midterm elections has remained virtually unchanged and the income class imbalance in turnout has remained high.\textsuperscript{183}

This suggests that we need to expand our thinking about the sources and solutions to nonvoting. In this Part, I engage social science evidence that updates an older theory emphasizing cost as the principal barrier to voting by incorporating individuals’ lack of perceived benefits from voting. Campaigns’ get-out-the-vote work has been critical to providing individuals with perceived benefits from

\textsuperscript{179} An important component of the increased inclusion of racial minority issues on the political agenda has been the increase in the descriptive representation of racial minorities in the United States Congress as a result of the Voting Rights Act’s prohibition on vote dilution. See Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1982, Pub. L. No. 97-205, 96 Stat. 134 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1973 (1982)) (codifying the prohibition on vote dilution practices); Allen v. State Bd. of Elections, 393 U.S. 544, 569–71 (1969) (explaining that “[t]he right to vote can be affected by a dilution of voting power as well as by an absolute prohibition on casting a ballot” and interpreting the Voting Rights Act to regulate vote dilution practices).

\textsuperscript{180} 42 U.S.C. § 1973gg (mandating, among other things, that states include voter registration forms as part of their driver’s license application forms).


\textsuperscript{182} See generally Alexander Keyssar, The Right to Vote: The Contested History of Democracy in the United States 298–99 (2000) (explaining that those with higher incomes are far more likely to vote than lower income Americans, who were historically targeted through restrictionist policies).

voting. Looking to experimental evidence, I argue that campaigns’ strategies of only targeting likely voters for get-out-the-vote work contributes to imbalances in the electorate by leaving those who have not voted in the past without any encouragement to do so in the future. I also argue that such biased mobilization of voters also distorts representatives’ perception of the electorate and the median voter.

A. The Conventional Account of Nonvoting: Cost Barriers

The starting point for most explanations of nonvoting is Anthony Downs’s rational choice theory of voting.184 According to this theory, individuals will not vote if the costs exceed the benefits from voting.185 Social scientists and legal advocates have traditionally focused on the cost barriers to voting in part because of Wolfinger and Rosenstone’s early seminal analysis of who votes.186 The social scientists found that education, and to a lesser extent income, were positively associated with turnout when holding other demographic characteristics of individuals constant.187 Education, the scholars explained, reduces the costs of voting because it “increases one’s capacity for understanding and working with complex, abstract, and intangible subjects such as politics,” enhances the gratification and expressive benefits from voting, and imparts “experience [that] helps one overcome the procedural hurdles required first to register and then to vote.”188 Removing procedural cost hurdles to voting, such as registration barriers, should therefore increase turnout.189 Using an empirical simulation, Wolfinger and Rosenstone predict that if states adopted the registration rules of the states with the most permissive rules, turnout would increase by over nine percent.190

184 See Downs, supra note 76, at 259–65 (articulating the rational choice theory of voting); see also Leighley & Nagler, supra note 14, at 54–55 (“Most studies . . . utilize a cost/benefits framework to interpret empirical evidence, assuming that voter turnout is a ‘rational,’ rather than expressive, act.”).
185 Downs, supra note 76, at 260 (“[E]very rational man decides to vote just as he makes all other decisions: if the returns outweigh the costs, he votes; if not, he abstains.”).
186 See Wolfinger & Rosenstone, supra note 146.
187 Id. at 34 (finding that those with college degrees were 38% more likely to vote than those with five or fewer years of schooling, and those who earned $25,000 or more per year were 14% more likely to vote than individuals with incomes in the lowest category).
188 Id. at 35–36.
189 Id. at 71 (identifying four registration provisions that impacted voting: “(a) closing date; (b) regular hours for registration offices; (c) requiring offices to be open in the evening and/or on Saturdays; and (d) the availability of absentee registration”).
190 Id. at 73 (“If all states adopted the provisions listed above, turnout would increase by approximately 9.1 percentage points.”).
Social scientists and political activists Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward turned Wolfinger and Rosenstone’s empirical findings into a successful campaign to make it easier to register through the National Voter Registration Act and parallel state laws ameliorating registration barriers.191 Piven and Cloward predicted that the removal of these registration barriers would redress low turnout and socioeconomic biases in turnout and ultimately transform the American democracy by forcing candidates and parties to attend to the interests and needs of all Americans.192

These reforms did greatly increase the percentage of Americans registered to vote, but only had a modest positive impact on turnout.193 Moreover, empirical studies have found that the effect of these reforms on the socioeconomic imbalance of the electorate has been either small or statistically insignificant, or that they actually made the imbalance worse.194

Despite these findings, legal reform efforts continue to focus almost exclusively on removing barriers to voting through a continued push for registration reform (with automatic registration emerging as the reform model) and constitutional and statutory fights against state voter identification and felon disenfranchisement laws.195 But the

191 See National Voter Registration Act of 1993, 52 U.S.C. §§ 20503–20506 (2012) (requiring Department of Motor Vehicles and public assistance offices to provide individuals with the opportunity to register to vote). As part of their campaign to remove these registration barriers, Piven and Cloward wrote a book in which they described registration barriers as “de facto equivalents of the poll tax [and] literacy test” and “the linchpin of the distorted American democracy.” Frances Fox Piven & Richard A. Cloward, Why Americans Don’t Vote 17, 179–80 (1989); see also Leighley & Nagler, supra note 14, at 92 (describing the reforms adopted by states to make voting easier).

192 In a subsequent book, Fox and Piven were considerably less sanguine about the effect of removing registration barriers on turnout and socioeconomic biases in turnout. Fox and Piven’s modified account adds party and interest demobilization of the electorate as sources of nonvoting. Frances Fox Piven & Richard A. Cloward, Why Americans Still Don’t Vote: And Why Politicians Want It That Way 267–68 (2000).

193 See Leighley & Nagler, supra note 14, at 96 (“None [of the aggregate level studies] find any significant group-specific differences in turnout as a consequence of the law.”).

194 See, e.g., Benjamin Highton, Easy Registration and Voter Turnout, 59 J. Pol. 565, 571 (1997) (finding through an empirical analysis that “[i]n the United States, registration barriers do not come close to completely accounting for turnout disparities between the most and least educated” and that “[o]nce one controls for their relatively low levels of education, poor people are no more likely than the financially secure to be affected by registration barriers”).

195 See, e.g., Crawford v. Marion Cty. Election Bd., 553 U.S. 181, 185–204 (2008) (upholding the Indiana state voter identification law against a facial challenge under the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause); Veasey v. Abbott, 830 F.3d 216, 243–65 (5th Cir. 2016) (striking down the Texas state voter identification law as racially
empirical findings about the effect of removing cost barriers to voting on turnout and socioeconomic imbalance in turnout suggests that some of this reform energy should be devoted elsewhere. This is not to say that legal advocates and scholars should ignore these cost barriers; they are partial determinants of turnout. But to more completely redress socioeconomic imbalance in the electorate, something more is required. In the next section, I discuss a complementary theory of nonvoting, which focuses on individuals' lack of perceived benefits from voting.

B. Diminished Perceived Benefits and Nonvoting

The paradox of consistently low and imbalanced turnout, even as barriers to registration and voting have fallen, has led social scientists to seek other explanations for nonvoting. While Anthony Downs's original articulation of the rational choice theory of voting narrowly defined the benefits from voting as the probability of being the decisive vote in an election, others have identified broader benefits from voting including expressive, psychological, solidary, and instrumental benefits entirely apart from the infinitesimally low probability of being the decisive voter. Still, reducing the costs of voting might not be producing increased turnout because even those reduced costs continue to outweigh individuals' perception of the benefits from voting.

In the 1990s, Steven Rosenstone and John Mark Hansen shifted political science debates on turnout with a theory accounting for declining turnout in a context of declining barriers to voting. According to the mobilization theory of turnout, “[p]eople who perceive more at stake in politics—because policies affect them more, identities beckon them more, options appeal to them more, or duty calls them more, participate more in politics.” Mobilization, which “is the process by which candidates, parties, activists, and groups


196 See Wolfinger & Rosenstone, supra note 146, at 36 (describing these other benefits from voting).


198 Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 25, at 20.
induce other people to participate,” functions as a critical mechanism for producing the perception that there is more at stake in politics.199

When parties and campaigns contact voters, individuals are more likely to perceive that their opinions and votes matter and politicians are, or will be, responsive to them.200 Mobilization also subsidizes the costs of participation by providing voters with information about the candidates, issues, and logistics surrounding the election.201 Finally, a less appreciated function of mobilization is that it provides campaigns with the opportunity to learn about the needs and preferences of those contacted, which can shape their perception of the electorate.202

Campaigns with limited money to spend have to make choices about how to mobilize voters. The mobilization choices range from the most personal forms of voter contact, door-to-door canvassing, to less personal forms including contact by phone, direct mail, and through television advertisements.203 The changing pattern of mobilization in the thirty years that Rosenstone and Hansen studied involved a shift of campaign spending from more to less personal forms of voter contact and mobilization.204 Rosenstone and Hansen conclude that this changing pattern of mobilization accounted for half the decline in turnout between the 1960s and 1980s.205

199 Id. at 25.

200 See Lisa García Bedolla & Melissa R. Michelson, Mobilizing Inclusion: Transforming the Electorate Through Get-Out-the-Vote Campaigns 16–17 (2012) (describing the increase in the individual’s sense of internal and external political efficacy from being contacted by get out the vote campaigns).

201 Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 25, at 27 (“Through direct mobilization . . . political leaders subsidize political information. Because information is costly and because politics is far from the most pressing concern in most people’s lives, few citizens know much about politics unless somebody tells them.”).


204 According to the American National Election Studies (ANES) survey, party contact of voters in the form of face-to-face or phone contact declined from nearly 30% during the elections in the 1970s to slightly more than 20% during the 1988 election (the last election included in the study). University of Michigan, Center for Political Studies, American National Election Studies (unpublished data) (on file with author).

205 Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 25, at 218 (“Had candidates, parties, campaigns, interest groups, and social movements been as active in mobilizing voters in the 1980s as they were in the 1960s, even leaving the legal structure and the condition of individual voters unchanged, reported voter participation would have fallen only 2.6 percent, rather than . . . 11.3 percent . . . .”). A subsequent study examining eighteen advanced industrial democracies focusing on union density as a proxy for strength of mobilization found a similar relationship between declining mobilization and declining turnout. See Mark Gray & Miki Caul, Declining Voter Turnout in Advanced Industrial Democracies, 1950–1997:
Rosenstone and Hansen’s striking findings shifted the political science focus from cost barriers to voting to the diminished perceived benefits from voting associated with changes in mobilization. But Rosenstone and Hansen had not proven that it was, in fact, the more personal forms of mobilization that caused individuals to vote more or less. The relationship that they found between voter contact and turnout might have been spurious because campaigns could have targeted for mobilization those more likely to vote.\footnote{See Green & Schwam-Baird, supra note 197, at 159–60 (explaining how the correlation between mobilization and turnout found in prior observational studies using regression analysis could be spurious).}

Several experimental studies of mobilization beginning in 2000 provided evidence supporting a causal relationship between mobilization and turnout. In the first and most famous of these experiments, political scientists Alan Gerber and Donald Green randomly assigned registered voters in New Haven to either receive personal canvassing, telephone calls, direct mail, or no form of contact about the election.\footnote{See Alan S. Gerber & Donald P. Green, The Effects of Canvassing, Telephone Calls, and Direct Mail on Voter Turnout: A Field Experiment, 94 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 653, 655 (2000) (describing the experimental design).} They found that face-to-face contact through canvassing increased turnout by a robust 9.8% while direct mail increased turnout by 0.6% for each mailing.\footnote{Id. at 660.} Phone contact, according to the study, did not increase turnout at all.\footnote{Id.} Subsequent experiments varied in their findings about the effect of phone contact and direct mail on turnout with some showing a positive effect for the two forms of contact and others finding no effect.\footnote{See Alan S. Gerber & Donald P. Green, Do Phone Calls Increase Voter Turnout? A Field Experiment, 65 PUB. OPINION Q. 75, 79–81 (2001) (finding that phone calls had no effect on turnout); Alan S. Gerber, Donald P. Green & Matthew Green, Partisan Mail and Voter Turnout: Results from Randomized Field Experiments, 22 ELECTORAL STUD. 563, 573 (2003) (finding a positive turnout effect for direct mail in two of the three experiments); Alan S. Gerber & Donald P. Green, The Effect of a Nonpartisan Get-Out-the-Vote Drive: An Experimental Study of Leafletting, 62 J. POL. 846, 850 (2000) (finding a 7.2% increase in turnout for unaffiliated voters left with leaflets containing a nonpartisan get-out-the-vote message on their door or in their mailboxes); David W. Nickerson, Partisan Mobilization Using Volunteer Phone Banks and Door Hangers, 601 ANNALS AM. ACAD. POL. & SOC. SCI. 10, 18–19 (2005) (finding in a pooling of thirteen experiments an increase in turnout by 1.2% for individuals left with door hangers and a 3.2% increase in turnout from volunteer phone calls).} A consistent finding in

\textit{The Effects of Declining Group Mobilization}, 33 COMP. POL. STUD. 1091, 1109–10 (2000) ("A 20 percentage point decline . . . in union density over what a country had in the 1950s led on average to a 2.8 percentage point decline in turnout.").
nearly every experimental study is that door-to-door canvassing has a statistically significant and substantially positive effect on turnout.211

The experimental studies provided much more definitive support for the effects of mobilization on turnout than the prior regression analyses based on survey data. They also drew considerable attention from political campaigns.212 The combination of the Gerber and Green study and a field experiment by the American Federation for Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) during the 1998 federal midterm election, which found canvassing to be more cost-effective at turning out voters than television advertisements, together ultimately inspired a shift of presidential campaign resources to canvassing during the 2000–2012 presidential elections.213 The percentage of individuals reporting contact from political parties or candidates jumped from 27.3 in the 1996 election (and 20.9 in the 1992 election) to 32.5 in 2000, 45.4 in 2004, 41.3 in 2008 and 41.2 in 2012.214 An increase in turnout from 49.0% of the voting age population in the 1996 presidential election to 51.2% in 2000, 56.7% in 2004, 58.3% in 2008, and 53.8% in 2012 was associated with the jump in voter contact.215

This increase in voter contact and turnout has not changed the persistent income imbalance in turnout, however. Despite the increase in voter contact over the last four presidential election cycles and the accompanying increase in turnout, the income imbalance in turnout during the 2008 and 2012 election was virtually the same as the turnout imbalance in the 1964 and 1968 elections.216 In the next section, I argue that a principal reason for this gap in turnout is a persistent income bias in voter contact that is driven by campaigns’ strategic cost considerations.

211 See, e.g., Donald P. Green, Alan S. Gerber & David W. Nickerson, Getting Out the Vote in Local Elections: Results from Six Door-to-Door Canvassing Experiments, 65 J. Pol. 1083, 1093–94 (2003) (finding an average turnout increase of 7.1% for those canvassed in local elections that typically “attract only 25% of the electorate to the polls”); David Niven, The Limits of Mobilization: Turnout Evidence from State House Primaries, 23 Pol. Behav. 335, 343 (2001) (finding a mobilization effect of 7.7% for face-to-face canvassing with contact of infrequent voters increasing their likelihood of voting by more than 15%).

212 See Nielsen, supra note 203, at 41–42 (describing the AFL-CIO’s experiment with door-to-door canvassing and the results of the experiment).


214 See University of Michigan, Center for Political Studies, supra note 204.

215 AM. PRESIDENCY PROJECT, supra note 137.

216 See infra fig.3.
C. Biased Mobilization

A prevailing image of elections these days is one in which campaigns are awash in cash.\textsuperscript{217} There is certainly more money in politics than ever before recorded, but campaigns do not have unlimited money. They are subject to budget constraints. And as you move down from the presidential level campaigns to Senate, gubernatorial, House, state legislative, and local campaigns, these budget constraints become more severe.

Given these budget constraints, politicians running for office have to make strategic choices about how to spend their limited campaign money in the most cost-effective way. What campaigns would like to do is spend the least amount of money to secure the most number of votes.\textsuperscript{218} This cost-effectiveness calculation motivated presidential campaigns to shift considerable resources from television advertisements to mobilization activities in the late 1990s.\textsuperscript{219} Campaigns saw televised advertisements as a decreasingly cost-effective tool for securing favorable votes because of increasingly diffuse viewer attention from the proliferation of broadcast and cable channels and viewer oversaturation from advertisements.\textsuperscript{220} At the same time, campaigns drew lessons from social science and interest group experiments about the effectiveness of voter mobilization activities as a means for securing votes.\textsuperscript{221}

But not even the 2012 Obama and Romney campaigns, which each raised more money than any other campaign in history, mobilized every voter.\textsuperscript{222} The campaigns instead made strategic choices


\textsuperscript{218} In a book widely used by campaigns, Donald Green and Alan Gerber rate mobilization strategies on the basis of their cost-effectiveness. See \textsc{Donald P. Green \\ & Alan S. Gerber}, \textsc{Get Out the Vote: How to Increase Voter Turnout 1–2} (3d ed. 2015) (describing the book as offering “a guide for campaigns and organizations that seek to formulate cost-effective strategies for mobilizing voters”); see also \textsc{Issonberg}, supra note 213, at 209 (“The slim paperback became a vade mecum for organizers working in the ranks of groups who had responded to the era of partisan polarization by shifting their resources from persuasion to mobilization.”).

\textsuperscript{219} See \textsc{Nielsen}, supra note 203, at 17–19 (describing the shift).

\textsuperscript{220} See \textit{id.} at 18.

\textsuperscript{221} See \textsc{Issonberg}, supra note 213, at 212–26 (describing the impact of the experiments on budget allocations to mobilization efforts).

about who to target. The factors relevant to the Obama and Romney campaigns’ choice about who to mobilize are the same factors that have been relevant to all previous campaigns: the likelihood of the individual voting and the likelihood that the individual would vote for the candidate that the campaign is trying to get elected.\textsuperscript{223}

Campaigns do not typically seek to mobilize infrequent voters with uncertain partisan or candidate orientations because of their lack of voting history.\textsuperscript{224} The money spent on canvassers knocking on doors of infrequent voters yields fewer votes than that spent on door knocks at the homes of frequent voters.\textsuperscript{225} And these door knocks might even have the effect of mobilizing individuals with latent partisan orientations favorable to the opponent that might lead the contacted individual to vote against the candidate.\textsuperscript{226}

Who are these infrequent, uncertain potential voters that campaigns have historically sought to avoid? They tend to be low-income individuals who are less likely to be registered to vote, to vote, or to have identifiable preferences toward a particular candidate.\textsuperscript{227} The effectiveness of campaign strategies that tend toward the avoidance of low-income individuals is revealed in the American National Election Study (ANES) survey of party contact. In nearly half of the presidential elections between 1964 and 2012 there has been at least a 15\% gap in party contact between low-income and high-income individuals.\textsuperscript{228} In only one election (2008) has the gap been lower than 10\%.\textsuperscript{229} This gap probably understates the differences in mobilization efforts directed toward the rich and the poor as the ANES survey does not distinguish between the more effective face-to-face contact and the

\textsuperscript{223} See Hersh, supra note 202, at 28 (“The main predictions campaigns try to make are the probability that a person will show up to vote and the probability they will support one candidate or party over the other.”).

\textsuperscript{224} These individuals might or might not be registered to vote; they typically have not voted in the past four to five elections; they have never contributed to or worked for a campaign; there is limited to no evidence of their partisan orientation; and they tend to exist outside of social networks that campaigns could use to mobilize them indirectly. See Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 25, at 163–68.

\textsuperscript{225} See, e.g., Niven, supra note 211, at 343 (finding a small effect of door-to-door canvassing on the turnout of seldom voters).

\textsuperscript{226} See, e.g., David W. Nickerson & Todd Rogers, \textit{Political Campaigns and Big Data}, 28 J. Econ. Persp. 51, 51, 66 (2014) (“Efforts to increase voter turnout are counter-productive if the campaign mobilizes people who support the opponent.”).

\textsuperscript{227} See Arceneaux & Nickerson, supra note 183, at 2 (describing the population of nonvoters as “tend[ing] to be poor and less educated”).

\textsuperscript{228} I calculated this gap by comparing the percentage of individuals contacted in the lowest income category in the ANES survey with the percentage of individuals contacted in the two highest income categories in the ANES Survey. See University of Michigan, Center for Political Studies, supra note 204.

\textsuperscript{229} \textit{Id}. 
less effective phone contact. There is suggestive evidence that the low-income voters who were contacted were more likely to be contacted by phone rather than face-to-face.

The graph below shows the extent of the gap between the party and candidate campaign contact of individuals in the highest and lowest income quintiles from the 1964 to 2012 elections.

Figure 2. Voter Contact Gap Between the Highest and Lowest Income Quintiles

This gap in voter contact is aligned with the consistent gap in turnout between individuals in the highest and lowest income quintiles. The chart below shows the extent and consistency of the turnout gap for the 1964 and 2012 presidential elections (the census did not collect data on voting by income for the 1972 presidential election).


231 See GARCÍA BEDOLLA & MICHELSON, supra note 200, at 92–126 (describing the challenges of door-to-door canvassing in low-income communities).

232 The data for this chart was derived from the ANES. See University of Michigan, Center for Political Studies, supra note 204.
These charts certainly do not prove that the voter contact gap caused the turnout gap, but when combined with the experimental evidence showing that voter contact does increase the probability of turning out to vote, it is at the very least suggestive evidence of a causal relationship. In the next section, I address what this means and why this matters.

D. Biased Mobilization, the Median Voter Theorem of Redistribution, and the Perceived Median Voter

In Part II, I introduced the median voter theorem of redistribution, which states that there should be pressure on representatives to adopt redistributive policies when the mean income exceeds the median voter income (an indicator of economic inequality). This pressure should increase as the disparity between mean and median voter income grows. In the United States, however, we have seen the opposite—the adoption of weaker redistributive policies, despite the growing gap between mean and median voter income.

In Part III, I offered an explanation for the paradox. Relaxing the universal voting assumption of the median voter theorem of redistribution, I accounted for the reality that the United States is a socioeconomically imbalanced democracy in which there is a persistent twenty-five to thirty-five percent gap in turnout between individ-

---

233 See supra notes 207–11 and accompanying text.
uals in the highest and lowest income quintiles. The income of the median actual voter in this class-imbalanced democracy is higher than the income of the median person in the voting age population. Once we account for this distinction between the hypothetical median voter and the actual median voter, the gap between the income of the mean person and median voter decreases but is not entirely eliminated. There should therefore still be some pressure on representatives to strengthen, not weaken, redistributive policies.

But once one accounts for biased mobilization as a source of the imbalanced electorate, a possible account emerges for why we haven’t seen representatives adopt redistributive policies. Recall that under the anticipatory preference theory, representatives act according to the preferences that they anticipate their constituents have. What matters under this theory is how representatives perceive their constituents.

Representatives derive their perceptions of voters from the information they receive about them. As discussed earlier, studies have shown that campaign contributions, independent expenditures, and lobbying produce the access necessary for messages to be delivered directly to representatives. These are costly forms of engagement that only a small portion of the population can use to communicate their wants and needs to their representatives. Another form of constituent-representative engagement is direct constituent contact through letters and phone calls. While this form of engagement is less costly than contributing to campaigns and paying for lobbyists, it is also less likely to be used by those who feel marginalized from politics.

Survey evidence showing that whites are much more likely than African Americans to communicate directly with members of Congress further supports this claim. See, e.g., David E. Broockman, Distorted Communication, Unequal Representation: Constituents Communicate Less to Representatives Not of Their Race, 58 Am. J. Pol. Sci. 307, 307 (2014) (citing to a 2008 Cooperative Congressional Election Study survey showing that “33% of whites reported that someone in their household had contacted their House members’ office in the last year compared to 17% of blacks, 18% of Hispanics, and 15% of Asians”).

---


235 See supra notes 161–62 and accompanying text.

236 See supra notes 125–29 and accompanying text.

237 See Foley, supra note 140, at 1205–06, 1243–45 (describing the way in which wealthy individuals are able to disproportionately influence political outcomes).

238 See Verba et al., supra note 150, at 307 (finding severe underrepresentation for those who receive means-tested benefits in three modes of political activity: contacting public officials, “attending protests and demonstrations, and being active in the community”).
these forms of communication will be biased toward the wealthiest, most active members of their constituency.\textsuperscript{239} Focusing on the messages attached to these forms of communication therefore distorts the representatives' perception of the electorate, which likely leads to a misperception that the median voter has an income higher and closer to the mean than the median actual voter.

Campaign contact with voters through mobilization activities can counteract biases in representatives' perceptions of the electorate that arise from messages communicated through campaign contributions and expenditures, lobbying, letters, and phone calls. Through mobilization, campaigns can learn about the preferences and needs of politically marginalized individuals who cannot afford to contribute or hire lobbyists and who are too disengaged to write letters or call their representatives.\textsuperscript{240}

Mobilization activities provide candidates and parties with information about potential voters' needs and preferences through three primary means: targeting, recruitment, and dialogue. Targeting individuals to canvas, call, or send mail is the usual first step in mobilization campaigns.\textsuperscript{241} Campaigns seeking to identify supporters or persuadable voters usually target individuals on the basis of their voting history, partisan affiliations, demographic information, and revealed preferences.\textsuperscript{242} With this information, campaigns will often construct a metric or score through the use of an algorithm and then use this metric or score to decide whom to contact.\textsuperscript{243}

\textsuperscript{239} Verba et al., supra note 150, at 312 (“Because the disadvantaged are so much less active . . . public officials actually hear less about issues of basic human need from the disadvantaged as from the slightly smaller group of advantaged respondents, even though references to basic human needs occupy relatively greater space in the bundle of communications . . . from the disadvantaged.”).\

\textsuperscript{240} See Gregory A. Caldeira, Samuel C. Patterson & Gregory A. Markko, The Mobilization of Voters in Congressional Elections, 47 J. Pol. 490, 497–98 (1985) (describing a series of studies finding the sense of efficacy to be important in an individual’s decision to vote).\

\textsuperscript{241} See, e.g., Hal Malchow, Political Targeting 8 (2d ed. 2008) (describing targeting as “the process of finding a way to reach voters you need in the most cost-effective manner”).\

\textsuperscript{242} See, e.g., Ken Strasma, Micro-Targeting: New Wave Political Campaigning, Winning Campaigns, http://www.winningcampaigns.org/Winning-Campaigns-Archive-Articles/Micro-Targeting-New-Wave-Political-Campaigning.html (last visited May 23, 2018) (“Micro-targeting works by taking whatever individual-level information is available . . . and combining it with demographic, geographic, and marketing data about those individuals to build statistical models that predict the attitudes and behaviors of voters for whom that individual-level information is not known.”).\

\textsuperscript{243} See, e.g., Nickerson & Rogers, supra note 226, at 62 (“Sophisticated use of these predictive scores allows campaigns to simultaneously broaden the populations targeted while pruning away groups they believe will be cost ineffective.”).
A second source of information about potential voters can be derived from the recruitment of canvassers from the community targeted for mobilization.244 These canvassers can serve as representatives from which campaigns can learn about needs and preferences of the targeted community in a way that might be cheaper and more illuminating than public and private sources of information.

Finally, a third source of information about potential voters can be derived from the use of more interactive mobilization methods. Most mobilization efforts involve canvassers and phone callers using scripts telling potential voters who to vote for, why they should vote for the candidate, and how and where to vote.245 Such scripted mobilization has the benefit of ensuring consistency of message across canvassers and is both easier to execute and more cost-effective.246 These scripted mobilization efforts, however, typically do not provide campaigns with much information about the potential voter.

More interactive mobilization techniques can provide campaigns with information about potential voters. Interactive mobilization is broken down into two stages: a learning stage and then a turnout or persuading stage.247 At the learning stage, canvassers ask more open-ended questions such as: What issues are most important to you? How do you feel about X or Y issue?248 After learning about the potential voter, the canvasser can direct their messages about the candidate to those issues most salient to the potential voter.249 If a candidate’s platform is not responsive to the potential voters’ needs and preferences, the candidates can use the information derived from the interaction to update their platform and accompanying campaign messages to be more responsive. If updating is not feasible or desirable because of

244 See, e.g., Melissa R. Michelson, Getting Out the Latino Vote: How Door-to-Door Canvassing Influences Voter Turnout in Rural Central California, 25 Pol. Behav. 247, 258 (2003) (describing how members of the local community serving as canvassers for the Democratic Party had a mobilizing effect on other community members).

245 See, e.g., Green & Gerber, supra note 218 (providing a sample get out the vote script).

246 Id. at 35 (describing cost-effectiveness strategies for door-to-door canvassing).

247 See, e.g., Michael Bailey et al., Unresponsive and unpersuaded: The Unintended Consequences of a Voter Persuasion Effort, 38 Pol. Behav. 713–37 (2016) (providing a sample persuasion script that includes questions providing an opportunity for the canvasser to learn about the potential voter and a message based on what is learned about the potential voter).


249 See, e.g., M. Alchow, supra note 241, at 41–50 (explaining how targeting can “deliver relevance by helping put issue messages in front of the voters who are most likely to be moved”).
conflicts with other policies in the candidate’s platform, interactive mobilization can nonetheless inform candidates about the diverse needs and preferences of the electorate that might otherwise have been overlooked. The combination of information from private and public data sources that campaigns use to target individuals, from community-based canvassers, and from interactive mobilization can shape the candidate’s view of the relevant electorate. When governing, the candidate turned elected representative might then make policy and agenda choices on the basis of her information about the relevant electorate’s needs and preferences in order to secure the votes of core supporters and persuadable voters in the next election.

As discussed in the prior section, strategic cost considerations often lead campaigns to orient their mobilization efforts away from the poor. As a consequence of mobilization biased away from the poor, campaigns often fail to account for the needs and preferences of the poor. Since an individual’s voting history is often the most important piece of information that campaigns use to construct a universe of people that will be targeted, the poor are excluded further.250 This exclusion is important because campaigns often only seek to learn about the needs and preferences of individuals in this universe of past voters and use that information as the basis for mobilization and messaging activities.251

Empirical studies identify methods of mobilization such as the recruitment of canvassers from the targeted community and interac-

250 See Nickerson & Rogers, supra note 226, at 56 (“[P]ast vote history unsurprisingly tends to be the most important data in the development of turnout behavior scores.”); see also Daniel Weeks, Why Are the Poor and Minorities Less Likely to Vote?, ATLANTIC (Jan. 10, 2014), https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2014/01/why-are-the-poor-and-minorities-less-likely-to-vote/282896/ (discussing the lower voting rates correlated with lower income). Studies suggest that such targeting is cost-effective as past voting behavior is a good predictor of future voting behavior. See, e.g., Alan S. Gerber et al., Voting May Be Habit-Forming: Evidence from a Randomized Field Experiment, 47 AM. J. POLI. SCI. 540, 547–48 (2003) (finding on the basis of an empirical study that “voting and nonvoting . . . appear to create behavioral patterns that persist over time”); Green & Schwam-Baird, supra note 197, at 159 (“[S]trategic politicians target their mobilization efforts in ways that are designed to maximize electoral returns” which means they “focus their efforts on segments of the electorate that look much like those who already participate.”).

251 See, e.g., Meta S. Brown, Big Data Analytics and the Next President, How Microtargeting Drives Today’s Campaigns, FORBES (May 29, 2016, 1:10 PM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/metabrown/2016/05/29/big-data-analytics-and-the-next-president-how-microtargeting-drives-todays-campaigns/#1fb95506e42 (describing how campaigns focus on gathering information about registered and past voters and target their campaign mobilization and messaging activities on these individuals based on assumptions from this information about their preferences and needs).
tive mobilization techniques that campaigns can use to increase their contact per vote ratios for infrequent voters who are disproportionately poor. Empirical studies indicate that when campaigns recruit canvassers from the local community, they receive a greater turnout boost and persuasion effect from their canvassing activities, particularly for politically disengaged infrequent voters.\(^{252}\) Moreover, campaigns’ use of interactive mobilization has proven more effective than scripted mobilization at both turning out and persuading regular and infrequent voters.\(^{253}\) In addition to increasing the contact per vote ratio for infrequent voters, these methods also provide the campaign with more information about marginalized groups of individuals like the poor.

\(^{252}\) See, e.g., GARCÍA BEDOLLA & MICHELSON, supra note 200, at 125 (finding on the basis of an analysis of 117 door-to-door canvassing experiments that “canvassing that takes advantage of existing social networks can be more effective than campaigns using non-local walkers” and suggesting “[i]t is the sociocultural interaction on the doorstep . . . that makes this strategy so powerful and effective”); Betsy Sinclair et al., Local Canvassing: The Efficacy of Grassroots Voter Mobilization, 30 POL. COMM. 42, 51–52 (2013) (finding a substantial turnout effect for low propensity voters from canvassing using volunteers from the local community).

\(^{253}\) See, e.g., GARCÍA BEDOLLA & MICHELSON, supra note 200, at 55–56 (finding a powerful turnout effect from “[a] phone call from a live human being, specifically targeting the individual voter, often in the voter’s native language . . . within a narrative sociocultural interaction”); R. Michael Alvarez et al., Mobilizing Pasadena Democrats: Measuring the Effects of Partisan Campaign Contacts, 72 J. POL. 31, 32, 37–38 (2010) (finding a substantial turnout effect from partisan campaign contacts using partisan and unrestricted messages in which “canvassers were encouraged to deviate from the script to expand upon the partisan message”); David W. Nickerson, Quality is Job One: Professional and Volunteer Mobilization Calls, 51 AM. J. POL. SCI. 269, 270, 274–75 (2007) (finding in an experiment testing the comparative turnout efficacy of volunteer versus professional phone calls that the more interactive nature of the phone call produced the turnout boost). But see Bailey et al., supra note 247, at 729 (finding a backlash effect from mobilization efforts designed to persuade low propensity and high propensity voters); Kalla & Broockman, supra note 248, at 153–56 (finding persuasive effects from campaign contacts in general elections many months before the election, but finding that “this early persuasion decays before election day”). Most studies find scripted mobilization to be ineffective at mobilizing infrequent voters. See, e.g., David Niven, The Mobilization Solution? Face-to-Face Contact and Voter Turnout in a Municipal Election, 66 J. POL. 868, 875–76 (2004) (finding a turnout effect from face-to-face contact using brief scripts for all voters, but a much smaller turnout effect for seldom voters). On the basis of a series of interviews, Jack Doppelt and Ellen Shearer explain “[n]onvoters exhibit little trust in the responsiveness of the political process, not even those who believe it is working. They get little reinforcement at home or on the job of the importance of the political or voting process.” JACK C. DOPPELT & ELLEN SHEARER, NONVOTERS: AMERICA’S NO-SHOWS 220 (1999). This distrust in the responsiveness of the political process is a plausible explanation for why nonvoters are not responsive to scripted messages. Scripted messages usually fail to provide voters with a reason to trust the responsiveness of the political process. See Green & Schwam-Baird, supra note 197, at 161 (finding on the basis of a review of experimental studies of mobilization and turnout that “authentic personal interaction seems to be more effective than scripted messages”).
These methods, however, are also more costly. The recruitment of canvassers from politically disengaged communities takes more time and money than recruiting from a broader population of party activists. Those from socioeconomically disadvantaged communities who do not vote usually do not engage in other political activities that require a greater level of commitment, such as door-to-door canvassing. As a result, campaigns will need to expend more effort to find politically engaged members of the community or provide a monetary incentive to convince individuals to commit to this more costly form of political activity.

Interactive mobilization techniques are also more costly because they require campaigns to expend more time and effort training canvassers to know how to collect information about voters and to respond to potential voters with accurate information about the candidates’ views and policy platforms. In addition, since interactive mobilization involves a back-and-forth between canvassers and potential voters, canvassers will need to spend more time with potential voters than if they had used scripted forms of mobilization.

The additional costs of recruiting community-based canvassers and employing interactive mobilization techniques might come with the benefit of stronger contact per vote ratio for infrequent voters. But empirical studies suggest that this contact per vote ratio will not normally exceed those produced by cheaper mobilization methods targeting individuals with a voting history. A rational campaign focused on the cost-benefit calculation will therefore neither target infrequent voters nor employ techniques that are more effective at mobilizing infrequent voters.

As a result of the increasing rationalization of mobilization activities according to a cost-benefit model, mobilization has functioned as an activity that reinforces socioeconomic biases in campaigning. To the extent campaign mobilization efforts are disproportionately ori-

254 See Verba et al., supra note 150, at 309 (finding that the disadvantaged are underrepresented in those political activities like canvassing that require more time than voting).

255 Compare Sinclair et al., supra note 252, at 52 (finding a four to eleven percentage point increase in the likelihood of voting for low propensity voters canvassed by local volunteers), with Niven, supra note 253, at 876 (finding a thirteen point increase in the likelihood of voting from canvassing for intermittent voters and about half that increase for consistent voters).

ent away from the poor, the information they receive is going to be disproportionately oriented away from the needs and preferences of the poor. Candidates will therefore perceive the electorate as richer than it actually is.

* * *

If we account for campaigns’ skewed perceptions of the electorate from the biases in the information they receive about the electorate and if we modify the median voter theorem of redistribution to account for the group and coalitional basis of politics, it is easy to see why the perceived political pressure to adopt redistribution policies is so low even in the context of extreme economic inequality. In the American two-party system, the goal of political parties and the candidates that carry their banner is not to appeal to a specific median voter, but to cobble enough of a coalition of groups together to exceed the majority vote threshold. Party candidates cannot simply appeal to all groups because the needs and preferences of some groups will be in tension with or, in some cases, direct opposition to the needs and preferences of other groups. Once the parties decide which groups they are going to try to appeal to in order to secure a majority coalition, the electoral strategy centers on mobilizing the base of voters that the other party does not seriously vie for and persuading the group of voters in the middle that both parties are competing for.

The median group of voters therefore arises from the parties’ choice of which groups to include in their base and to persuade.257 Both parties’ apparent decisions not to actively recruit the poor into their voting coalitions seem traceable to the fact that members of this group typically do not vote and therefore do not electorally punish or reward on the basis of support or opposition to redistributive policies. The parties’ inattention to the poor also appears to arise from the fact that both parties perceive the economic interests of the poor as being in tension or direct opposition to other parts of their coalition. Regardless of the source, the exclusion of the poor from the electoral coalition of both parties has greatly reduced the pressure to redistribute even when the mean income exceeds the income of the median actual and perceived voter.

257 This argument is consistent with a modified account of the median voter theorem of redistribution that suggests it is changes in the core constituencies of parties to include more low-income voters that increase responsiveness to redistributive demands. See Jonas Pontusson & David Rueda, The Politics of Inequality: Voter Mobilization and Left Parties in Advanced Industrial States, 43 COMP. POL. STUD. 675, 695–96 (2010) (showing empirically that “the political mobilization of low-income citizens conditions whether or not income inequality affects the programmatic positions of Left parties”).

through a pooled analysis “a large and statistically significant exacerbating effect of GOTV interventions, on average, on disparities in political participation”).
The result is a cycle of marginalization: The poor are ignored and policies involving significant and substantive redistribution are never proposed. In the next Part, I describe in more concrete terms this cycle of marginalization and suggest that law is the most effective tool for breaking this cycle.

V

LAW AND THE BALANCING OF THE ELECTORATE

Over the past fifty years, a vicious cycle of political marginalization of low-income individuals has emerged. Campaigns are substantively less likely to focus on mobilizing low-income individuals because they typically do not vote, making them uncertain potential voters. For low-income individuals, the resulting lack of party and candidate campaign contact reinforces their decision not to vote because they do not perceive meaningful benefits from voting. When a disproportionate number of low-income individuals decide not to vote, that contributes to representatives’ decisions not to respond to the perceived needs and interests of low-income individuals. This lack of responsiveness then provides an additional reason for those individuals not to vote. And on and on it goes. This cycle of marginalization distorts the median actual and perceived voter—and with it, representatives’ perception of their constituents’ needs.

Law can target socially costly behavior by regulating the behavior and imposing sanctions or incentivizing more socially beneficial behavior. Legal interventions to create a more inclusive, balanced electorate have focused exclusively on regulating costly behavior. The construction of a more inclusive racial democracy involved prohibitions on certain barriers to voting such as literacy tests, grandfather clauses, and poll taxes.\(^{258}\) It also involved deterring states with a history of discrimination from adopting voting changes that might have the purpose or effect of discriminating on account of race.\(^{259}\) Legal interventions to create a more inclusive, balanced electorate by incorporating the property-less, the poor, women, and the young also have focused on eliminating barriers to voting through regulation.\(^{260}\)

A different solution is necessary to improve representatives’ perceptions of the electorate. If a source of distortion in representatives’ perceptions of the electorate arises from biases in voter mobilization, regulatory interventions are constitutionally inappropriate and unlikely to be effective. To understand the challenges, it is important

\(^{258}\) See supra notes 176–80 and accompanying text.

\(^{259}\) See supra notes 176–80 and accompanying text.

\(^{260}\) See Keyssar, supra note 182, at 26–52, 256–84.
to keep in mind that voter mobilization is a form of campaign finance expenditure derived from contributions and personal wealth. There are two potential types of regulatory interventions for voter mobilization: a leveling up and a leveling down approach. An example of a leveling up is a law forcing candidates to spend a portion of their campaign expenditures on mobilizing members of politically marginalized communities. The problem with this intervention is that it would provoke serious constitutional objections. The First Amendment would likely prohibit candidates from being compelled to spend campaign money to mobilize politically marginalized communities. Regulation of this sort would be equivalent to compelling candidates to speak to particular people or groups, which would violate their freedom of speech.

Potential approaches to using regulation to level down also raise significant concerns. One such leveling down approach would be prohibiting candidates from spending money to contact certain politically active communities. Or alternatively one could tax campaign expenditures used to mobilize politically active communities. Aside from the obvious First Amendment problems with either of these interventions, they should also be rejected because of their democratic costs. We should not want any leveling down of mobilization activities because such leveling down might reduce turnout and contribute to a less participatory democracy. The goal should instead be to reduce imbalance by increasing turnout, if possible. The legal tools used thus far to create a more inclusive democracy are thus inadequate to redress imbalance in the electorate arising from biases in the mobilization of voters.

We should look instead to incentives. While incentives have not been used as legal tools to create an inclusive democracy, they might be the most effective approach for redressing inequality in participation arising from biases in voter mobilization. Such incentives would have the advantage of avoiding constitutional and democratic concerns associated with regulation-based approaches. Any system of incentives should be oriented toward leveling up—most likely by rewarding campaigns for mobilizing the politically marginalized.

261 See Hasen, supra note 9, at 88–102.

262 See, e.g., Hurley v. Irish-Am. Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Grp. of Boston, 515 U.S. 557, 573 (1995) (“[O]ne important manifestation of the principle of free speech is that one who chooses to speak may also decide ‘what not to say.’”).

263 Incentives are used as legal tools to change behavior and achieve desirable goals in several areas of the law, particularly in the tax code. See, e.g., Stanley S. Surrey, Tax Incentives as a Device for Implementing Government Policy: A Comparison with Direct Government Expenditures, 83 Harv. L. Rev. 705, 711 (1970).
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ADDRESSING INEQUALITY

In the following section, I sketch out three sets of proposals that would increase the incentives for campaigns to mobilize the politically marginalized. In this broad outline, I briefly account for their strengths and weaknesses as tools to incentivize mobilization. I then explain why compulsory voting, an intuitively attractive solution to the problem of the imbalanced electorate, will likely be less effective than the solutions I propose. I conclude this Part by providing a politically viable path to policy reform.

A. Incentivizing the Mobilization of the Poor

1. Campaign Finance Vouchers

One potential legal intervention is a favorite of campaign finance reform advocates: campaign finance vouchers. Citizens are provided with vouchers that have a monetary value (the typical range is $50-$100) that can be donated to campaigns, parties, and in some proposals, interest groups.\footnote{264 See supra note 115 and accompanying text.} For campaign finance reform advocates, the object of the voucher system is to equalize access and influence between the non-wealthy and the wealthy.\footnote{265 See supra note 115 and accompanying text.}

In Part II, I argued that a voucher system is unlikely to equalize access and influence simply because the gap between what the rich can contribute and independently spend and what voucher holders can contribute through their vouchers remains too wide. The voucher is also unlikely to change individuals’ cost-benefit calculation on whether to vote. The voucher neither reduces the costs of voting by removing barriers to voting nor does it enhance the benefits of voting by providing individuals with a clear sense of the stakes of an election and why their votes matter.

Such a voucher system might, however, create the necessary incentives for campaigns to mobilize nonvoters, including the disproportionate number of poor nonvoters. If campaigns are principally concerned with the costs of mobilizing nonvoters because they are unlikely to vote, under a voucher system such mobilization efforts could pay for themselves and more when they yield the voucher from the individual contacted. Thus, adding a $50-$100 carrot to the vote might be just the encouragement that campaigns need to mobilize the politically marginalized.

There are, however, two potential obstacles that might caution against reliance on vouchers as a tool to incentivize the mobilization of the politically marginalized. The first obstacle is the need for campaigns to spend money to initiate mobilization without any guarantee
that a voucher will be earned. One could imagine cost-effective strategies emerging in which campaigns use the cheapest form of contact, such as emails or phone contact, to appeal to voucher holders. These forms of contact often do not provide any information to campaigns about the needs of the voucher holder nor have they been found to be particularly effective mobilization tools for increasing turnout.  

Further, providing vouchers does not change campaigns’ information about the political orientation of individuals who have little or no voting histories. Campaigns do not want to mobilize individuals who are likely to vote for their opponents (or even worse, give their vouchers to the opponent) so they might forego the potential benefit of a voucher to avoid the risks associated with mobilizing these uncertain potential voters. One response might be to allow individuals to donate their vouchers to interest groups. Interest groups might be less concerned about the uncertainty regarding the political orientation of voucher holders since they are not competing in elections. If interest groups can assume the upfront costs of contacting individuals, then the responses of voucher holders might provide campaigns with valuable information about the political orientation of the donor by illuminating which interests groups such individuals support. This information could then reduce the uncertainty about unlikely voters that deter campaigns from targeting them.

2. Earmarked Campaign Contributions

A second proposal that might lead campaigns to mobilize the marginalized would do so through earmarked donations. Specifically, campaign contributors would be encouraged to earmark their contributions for mobilizing the marginalized. There are at least two potential ways to do this. The first is to give contributors a tax deduction for any campaign contribution earmarked toward mobilizing the marginalized. Since donors providing the bulk of campaign contributions are concentrated in the upper income bracket, under our current tax rates, this would mean a 37% tax deduction on all money contributed by these donors. Such a large deduction is likely to attract contributors. The second is by taking the cap off of contribution limits for contributions earmarked toward mobilizing the politically marginalized. In the most recent election cycle, individuals were subject to candidate contribution limits of $2700 for the primary elec-

---


267 See supra notes 94–99 and accompanying text.

268 EL-SHAIE, supra note 59.
tion and another $2700 for the general election. Under this proposal, there would be no limits on contributions earmarked for the mobilization of the politically marginalized.

These proposals would allow campaigns to overcome the front-end costs of learning about and mobilizing the politically marginalized. Rather than absorbing the financial risk of mobilizing unlikely voters without any guarantee of a return, the campaign could use money earmarked by contributors to engage in this activity. To overcome obstacles to mobilization arising from uncertainty about the political orientation of the potential voter, the law might broadly define mobilization activity to include collecting information about politically marginalized individuals.

There are several logistical challenges and at least one outright disadvantage associated with this proposal. One challenge would arise from identifying and defining politically marginalized individuals. While there is now more and better data than ever before about the current and past voting behavior of individuals, it remains far from perfect. And even if we were willing to accept those imperfections, attempts to define marginalized individuals in legislation might provoke intense partisan debate and gridlock in Congress and state legislatures. One way to overcome the potential inability of legislatures to overcome partisan gridlock is to empower an independent agency to make the definitional determinations based on study and consultation with experts.

A second challenge is the need for potentially costly administrative oversight of campaign expenditures of earmarked contributions. Campaigns may try to cheat by using earmarked funds for other activities. As a result, a system of oversight at the front-end and punishment at the back-end is critical. A monitoring and enforcement regime that relies on disclosure and random audits could shift some of the costs to parties and campaigns, but some of the costs would still be borne by the state.

The major disadvantage of this proposal is that it puts power into the hands of the rich to decide whether and when campaigns will mobilize the poor. Since redistributive policies are often in conflict with the financial interests of the rich, they might not see any advantage to empowering the poor to participate. Even wealthy individuals who are politically liberal and support some degree of redistribution might simply distrust the poor to make what they consider to be

---


270 See Hersh, supra note 202, at 66–85 (describing the nature of the voter data).
rational voting decisions. To make the rich the arbiters of the mobilization of the poor, therefore, has troubling implications.

3. The Mobilization Matching Fund

A third possibility would be for the government to match the funds that campaigns expend to mobilize the politically marginalized. We already have a federal matching fund model that could serve as a model for a mobilization-matching fund in the form of the presidential primary and general election matching fund, which was adopted as part of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1974.\textsuperscript{271} Under the guidelines of the presidential matching fund, presidential candidates who show broad-based public support are eligible for a federal government match of up to $250 of an individual’s contribution to the candidate.\textsuperscript{272} The candidate must, however, agree to limit campaign spending to $10 million in primary elections and $20 million in general elections.\textsuperscript{273} The financial source of the presidential matching fund is a taxpayer checkoff of $3 on annual tax returns.\textsuperscript{274}

A mobilization-matching fund might operate similarly to the presidential matching fund by matching, up to a certain amount, contributions that campaigns designate for use in mobilizing the politically marginalized. This mobilization-matching fund would have the same advantages as earmarking contributions in that it provides campaigns with upfront money that can be used to learn about politically marginalized voters and mobilize them.

The proposal, however, will face similar challenges to earmarking contributions in terms of identifying and defining politically marginalized individuals, as well as in potentially requiring costly administrative oversight. But it overcomes the major disadvantage associated with the earmarking donations. Rather than giving authority primarily


\textsuperscript{272} 26 U.S.C. § 9034(a).

\textsuperscript{273} Id. § 9034(b). Prior to 2008, every presidential candidate accepted presidential matching funds with the conditions attached. But in 2008, Barack Obama became the first major party presidential candidate to reject presidential matching funds for the general election and his opponent John McCain became the last major party presidential candidate to accept such funds. See Ginger Gibson & Grant Smith, Trump’s War Chest One of Smallest in Recent Presidential Campaigns, FISCAL TIMES (Oct. 20, 2016), http://www.thefiscaltimes.com/latestnews/2016/10/20/Trumps-war-chest-one-smallest-recent-presidential-campaigns (discussing this trend). Evolution in the financing of elections, including a dramatic increase in contributions to, and expenditures by, presidential candidates have rendered the presidential matching fund mostly obsolete.

\textsuperscript{274} The checkoff started at $1 and then increased to $3 in 1993. Taxpayers who want $3 of their taxes to be put into the presidential matching fund at no additional cost to them can simply check the box. 26 U.S.C. § 9006(a).
to the rich to decide whether campaigns will have the money to mobilize the politically marginalized, under the mobilization-matching funds proposal, the campaigns make the decision.

The question that lingers is whether the match will provide enough of an incentive to encourage campaigns to mobilize the marginalized. In contrast to the earmarked donations, campaigns under the mobilization-matching fund retain unfettered discretion on how to spend all the contributions they receive. Campaigns might therefore decide even with the availability of a government match that campaign money is more profitably spent on activities other than mobilizing the politically marginalized.

These are just three possible policy interventions to advance the mobilization of the poor. Other scholars and policy advocates may propose additional mechanisms. One such seemingly logical and intuitively appealing alternative would be to simply require everyone to vote through a system of compulsory voting. In the next section, I explain why compulsory voting would not be an effective policy solution to redress the problem of weak redistributive policies in the context of growing economic inequality.

B. What About Compulsory Voting?

Why not simply require that everyone vote? That is an intuitively attractive means of balancing the electorate.275 Expressing support for compulsory voting in the United States, President Barack Obama contended, “if everybody voted—that would counteract money more than anything. The people who tend not to vote are young, they’re lower income, they’re skewed more heavily toward immigrant groups and minorities . . . There’s a reason why some folks try to keep them away from the polls.”276

Currently, twenty-seven countries have laws requiring individuals to turn out to vote.277 Due to generally weak enforcement and the

---

275 Arend Lijphard offers perhaps the most compelling case for compulsory voting as a means to resolve political inequality. See Lijphart, supra note 151, at 8–11. For purposes of this analysis, I leave aside the political and constitutional challenges associated with mandating voting. See Note, The Case for Compulsory Voting in the United States, 121 HARV. L. REV. 591, 598–603 (2007) (examining the legal and constitutional dimensions of compulsory voting).


availability of sanctioned excuses for not voting, compulsory voting laws do not lead to universal voting.\textsuperscript{278} But more people certainly do turn out in compulsory voting countries than do in voluntary voting countries.\textsuperscript{279} Furthermore, most empirical studies have found that compulsory voting reduces socioeconomic imbalance in the actual electorate.\textsuperscript{280} Poorer, younger, less skilled, more politically uninformed and apathetic individuals are more likely to turn out in compulsory voting countries than in voluntary voting countries, which reduces the voting gap between the wealthy and the non-wealthy.\textsuperscript{281}

Yet a recent empirical study found that compulsory voting does not lead to redistributive outcomes.\textsuperscript{282} In the study, the social scientists examined the effects of systems of compulsory voting across different states within Austria.\textsuperscript{283} Consistent with prior studies, the states

\textsuperscript{278} Alberto Chong & Mauricio Olivera, Does Compulsory Voting Help Equalize Incomes?, 20 Econ. & Pol. 391, 397–98 (2008) (describing the compulsory voting systems and enforcement regimes in Belgium, Australia, Uruguay, Luxembourg, Bolivia, Greece, Mexico, and Italy).

\textsuperscript{279} See, e.g., Sarah Birch, Full Participation: A Comparative Study of Compulsory Voting 85 (2009) (“[T]he average turnout change between the last election before the adoption of mandatory electoral participation and the first election following this change was 13.7 percent, and the difference between the average turnout in the last three pre-reform elections and the first post-reform polls is 12.7 percent.”).

\textsuperscript{280} See id. at 129 (citing to studies showing that compulsory voting reduces socioeconomic biases in the composition of the electorate).

\textsuperscript{281} See Shane P. Singh, Compulsory Voting and the Turnout Decision Calculus, 63 Pol. Stud. 548, 565 (2015) (finding empirically that “the less informed, the less knowledgeable, the apathetic, the young and the poor will participate proportionately more where voting is mandatory”).

\textsuperscript{282} See Mitchell Hoffman, Giarnmarco Leon & Maria Lombardi, Compulsory Voting, Turnout, and Government Spending: Evidence from Austria, 145 J. Pub. Econ. 103, 104 (2017). Early studies using regression analyses to assess the relationship across countries between compulsory voting and either income inequality or policy outcomes related to redistribution had mixed results. One study found no statistically significant relationship between compulsory voting and income inequality in models with dummy variables that capture levels of enforcement. Chong & Olivera, supra note 278, at 405. Only the model that included a dummy variable for strong enforcement found a statistically significant relationship between compulsory voting and income inequality. Id. at 406. A second study also failed to find any relationship between compulsory voting and income inequality in models including all the countries studied. Birch, supra note 279, at 130. Only in the models that narrowly focused on Western European and Latin American countries did a statistically significant relationship appear between compulsory voting and income inequality. Id. at 131. A critical problem with these cross-country regression analyses is that they are unable to identify and control all of the country-specific factors that could be driving the association between compulsory voting and income inequality that might render any relationship spurious.

\textsuperscript{283} This variation in the adoption of compulsory voting laws approximated the conditions for a natural experiment. Hoffman et al., supra note 282, at 103–04. Since subnational units are more likely than countries to share characteristics with each other that might be related to income inequality, the effect of compulsory voting on policy outcomes related to redistribution is less likely to be spurious. Id.
that adopted compulsory voting had higher turnout and less socioeconomic imbalance in turnout than states that maintained voluntary voting. But there was no statistically significant difference between the states in “the amount or composition of public spending.”

To understand why balancing the electorate through compulsory voting might not lead to stronger redistributive policies, one must return to representatives’ perceptions of the relevant electorate. As I argued in Part IV, representatives perceive the electorate that is relevant to their prospects for re-election as including those voters that contribute and spend in support of campaigns, voters whose support lobbyists emphasize as needed, the constituents who call and write letters to them, and those individuals that representatives and those individuals that parties directly contact through mobilization activities. The perceived electorate is smaller than the actual voting electorate and usually much smaller than the voting-eligible electorate.

Representatives will continue to govern according to the anticipated needs of the perceived electorate so long as actual and potential voters outside of the perceived electorate do not punish them electorally. Insofar as members of the electorate are disaffected, alienated, uninformed, or misinformed about politics and therefore vote randomly, against their preferences, or not at all, the risk that representatives will be punished electorally for ignoring these voters is low.

Compulsory voting systems are plagued with invalid ballots in which individuals do not select any candidates; donkey voting, in which individuals select the top candidate on the ballot; and other forms of random voting. In the compulsory voting system of Brazil, for example, approximately forty percent of the ballots submitted in elections between 1986–1990 were invalid and some additional per-

284 Id. at 104 (finding that compulsory voting increased turnout from about 80% to 90% with a larger turnout bump found “among those who have low interest in politics, who have no party affiliation, and who are relatively uninformed”).

285 Id. at 110.

286 See supra Section IV.D.

287 See Hoffman et al., supra note 282, at 114 (finding suggestive evidence that those who are induced to vote by compulsory voting typically “do not have strong political views” and “may not necessarily vote differently from the median voter in elections without CV”).

288 See, e.g., Fredrik Uggla, Incompetence, Alienation, or Calculation? Explaining Levels of Invalid Ballots and Extra-Parliamentary Votes, 41 COMP. POL. STUD. 1141, 1159–60 (2008) (finding that compulsory voting requirements “increase[ ] the number of invalid ballots being cast” with “[m]ore than half of the turnout increase [in compulsory voting systems coming] in the form of invalid ballots”).
percentage of the ballots may have been the product of random voting. This level of random voting accords with empirical studies showing that individuals in compulsory voting systems are no more politically engaged and feel no more politically efficacious than individuals in voluntary voting systems. Invalid and random voting—and the related political disengagement and feelings of political inefficacy—are reasons why representatives in compulsory voting systems might not perceive the electorate any more broadly than representatives in voluntary voting systems. Invalid and random voting—and the related political disengagement and feelings of political inefficacy—are reasons why representatives in compulsory voting systems might not perceive the electorate any more broadly than representatives in voluntary voting systems.

While compulsory voting may widen the scope and diminish the imbalance of the actual electorate, it does not necessarily expand the scope or diminish the bias in representatives’ perceptions of the relevant electorate. If we think of voting as a gateway to other forms of political participation, being forced to vote might make those who would be nonvoters under a voluntary voting system more inclined to contribute or spend money in support of a campaign and to call or send letters to representatives. But the effect of compulsory voting on these activities is likely to be marginal if the only reason for these individuals to turn out to vote is to avoid the penalty from not turning out. Empirical evidence suggests that party and campaign contact during election season is an important mechanism for providing individuals with a reason to vote in voluntary voting systems. But that mechanism is employed less in compulsory voting systems than in a voluntary voting system. In a compulsory voting system, parties and campaigns seem to determine that they need not engage in expensive direct mobilization activities if everyone is required to vote.

If what is left in a compulsory voting system is a perceived relevant electorate that excludes the marginalized and disaffected, the
result will be that representatives perceive a median voter with an income closer to the mean than the actual median person in the population. In other words, elected officials will perceive the voting population to be much wealthier than it actually is. Representatives in a compulsory voting system will thus be similarly situated with representatives in voluntary voting systems in lacking incentives (and information) to pursue a redistributive program even in the context of rising inequality.\footnote{Suggestive evidence supporting this argument can be found in Australia where compulsory voting has reduced the income bias in the composition of the electorate, but the country remains “well below average in transfer redistribution” among developed democracies. Mahler et al., supra note 175, at 366–67.}

To resolve the paradox of redistribution, it is necessary to expand and balance the relevant perceived electorate through means other than compulsory voting. While there are compelling reasons to believe that legal proposals to incentivize campaign and party mobilization of the full electorate may work, we do not yet know if they will. This is ultimately an empirical question that will only receive answers if the federal government, states, or localities choose to experiment. But will democratic representatives actually choose to adopt a mobilization program favoring politically disempowered and marginalized individuals? What reasons would they have to do so? In the next section, I suggest a means for obtaining the necessary political support to adopt and maintain a program of legal incentives focused on mobilizing the poor.

C. A Path to Reform

The chief difficulty with any proposal designed to advance the interest of a politically marginalized group is that such proposals are likely to be political nonstarters. If mobilizing the marginalized poor to vote serves only to benefit the marginalized poor, it is hard to imagine democratically elected actors adopting such policies in response to electoral pressure. There may, of course, be moments when moral and ideological concern leads governmental officials to act to advance the interests of the marginalized, but for the poor, at least, those moments have proven to be rare and unpredictable.\footnote{The last period of active democratic intervention on behalf of the poor occurred during the War on Poverty in the 1960s. See, e.g., James T. Patterson, America’s Struggle Against Poverty in the Twentieth Century 153–78 (enlarged ed. 2000) (providing details of the War on Poverty).}

If a policy program for incentivizing the mobilization of the poor only served to benefit the poor, the opportunity to advance the pro-
gram would be quite limited. But the mobilization of the poor does not exclusively benefit the poor. By shifting both the actual and perceived median voter down the income scale, the mobilization of the poor serves to benefit the overwhelming majority of individuals in the United States with incomes below the mean. Increasing the number of poor voters would increase pressure on politicians to advance redistributive policies that benefit individuals with incomes below the mean. Thus the interest of several income classes converge around mobilizing poor voters: the low-income individuals that are the targets of the policy intervention and the working class and much of the middle class that stand to benefit from a shift to greater redistribution. Furthermore, while such redistribution may be contrary to the short-term interest of the wealthy owners of capital, some economists persuasively show that in the long term even the wealthy would benefit from an economically stronger base of consumers and renters.

The starting point on the path to reform is educating others on the benefits to them from the political mobilization and participation of the poor. In the same way that the Reagan administration in the 1980s sold tax cuts for the wealthy as beneficial to other Americans because of the “trickle down” economic benefits they would produce, mobilizing the poor should be framed as a policy that advances the interests of other Americans for it to have any chance of adoption—“trickle up” politics, if you will.

But even if the American public recognizes the value of mobilizing the poor, there still remains the partisan barrier. In our current context of partisan polarization, if one party unanimously opposes a policy, it is very difficult to secure passage even as a majority party because of the opportunities for political minorities to block initiatives in the legislative process.

---

296 See supra Sections III.C & IV.D.
297 See id.
298 Derrick Bell famously articulated the interest-convergence thesis, which suggests that for government actors to advance a policy that favors the politically marginalized, that policy must also serve the interests of the politically powerful group as well. See Derrick A. Bell, Jr., Brown v. Board of Education and the Interest-Convergence Dilemma, 93 HARV. L. REV. 518, 523–24 (1980).
and immigration, it still very much remains a pro-business party for
which the problems arising from economic inequality appear to be a
low priority, at best.302 Advancing a policy favoring the mobilization
of the poor at the national level will therefore be extremely difficult
because the political participation of the poor will continue to be seen
as a threat to the Republican Party’s political program and the re-
election prospects of its members.

The best opportunities for policy intervention may therefore be in
states and localities with partisan dynamics more favorable to a pro-
gram for mobilizing the poor. Cities and states where Bernie Sanders’s
message regarding economic inequality resonated and where more
liberal Democrats control representative institutions would be the
ideal places for such policy innovation.

In a few states and localities, there are already the foundations
for a policy program aimed at incentivizing the mobilization of the
poor. For example, Arkansas, Ohio, Oregon, and Virginia already
offer some form of a tax credit for political contributions.303 These
states provide a starting framework for considering the utility of tax
credits as an incentive to make political contributions that could be
earmarked for mobilizing the poor. A system of campaign finance
vouchers was adopted for the first time when voters in Seattle,
Washington passed an initiative providing Seattle residents with $100
Democracy Vouchers that can be contributed to eligible candidates
for city government.304 From such experiments, we can start to learn
about the effectiveness of vouchers as a tool for incentivizing candi-
dates to mobilize the marginalized poor. If effective, we can then start
to see whether candidate engagement through mobilization of the

---

302 The 2016 Republican platform did not mention inequality and mentioned the poor
only once in a “call for removal of structural impediments which progressives throw in the
path of poor people.” See Republican Nat’l Comm., Republican Platform 2016, at 32
1468872234.pdf.

303 Ark. Code Ann. § 7-6-222 (2017) (providing a tax credit of up to $50 on an
individual return and $100 on a joint return for contributions to candidates for state
and local office, political action committees, and political parties); Ohio Rev. Code Ann.
§ 5749.29 (West 2015) (providing a tax credit of up to fifty dollars for an individual
return and one hundred dollars on a joint return for contributions to candidates running for state
elected offices); Or. Rev. Stat. § 316.102 (2017) (providing a tax credit of up to $50 on an
individual return and $100 on a joint return for contributions to candidates running for federal,
state, or local elected office); Va. Code Ann. § 58.1-339.6 (2016) (providing a tax
credit of fifty percent of the amount contributed to a candidate running in a state or local
primary, special, or general election—up to twenty-five dollars for an individual return and
fifty dollars for a joint return).

304 Democracy Voucher Program, City of Seattle, http://www.seattle.gov/
democracyvoucher/about-the-program (describing the program).
poor leads politicians to devote greater attention to economic inequality and more support for redistributive policies.

State and local experimentation with policies directed at incentivizing the mobilization of the poor will not simply have state and local effects. To the extent the poor can be mobilized to vote in local and state elections, it is likely that they will also vote in federal elections too.\(^{305}\) A spillover effect might therefore follow from the mobilization of the poor at the local and state levels. That could change who federal representatives perceive to be relevant voters and ultimately influence their support for redistributive policies at the national level.

To sum up: The first step in the path to reform is an education campaign focused on showing the public that mobilizing the poor is an important component to redressing economic inequality, which would benefit the working and middle classes as well as the poor. The second step is using localities and states where partisan dynamics provide an opening for a policy program focused on mobilizing the poor as laboratories for experimentation. The third step is using the political gains from mobilizing the poor at the local and state levels to shift the partisan dynamics at the federal level to provide an opening for a national mobilization program. This path to reform will certainly not be easy. Ultimately, though, mobilizing the poor provides the best opportunity to check economic inequality through sustained political pressure for redistributive policies.

**D. Postscript: Donald Trump and the Narrative of the Irrational Poor Voter**

A proposal favoring the mobilization of the poor as a means to advance redistribution policies is a tough sell in the era of Trump. The narrative of the irrational poor voting that vote against their interest that is often associated with Thomas Frank’s polemic, *What’s the Matter with Kansas?*, is particularly powerful right now.\(^{306}\) If the poor irrationally vote against their interests and elected officials anticipate this voting behavior, then mobilizing the poor might not result in distributive policies.\(^{307}\) After all, according to the conventional account

\(^{305}\) See Hajnal & Lewis, *supra* note 138, at 656 (describing the importance of election concurrency between local and federal elections in producing an increase in turnout and suggesting that those who vote in local elections also vote in federal elections but not vice versa).

\(^{306}\) See THOMAS FRANK, *WHAT’S THE MATTER WITH KANSAS? HOW CONSERVATIVES WON THE HEART OF AMERICA* 1 (2004) (describing, in a clear reference to the poor and working class voters that are the subject of his book, that “[p]eople getting their fundamental interests wrong is what American political life is all about”).

\(^{307}\) According to Frank’s account, the conservative politicians that the poor and working class favored “have smashed the welfare state, reduced the tax burden on corporations and
of the 2016 election, poor and working class white voters—the so-called Trump voters—provided the critical margin of victory for President Trump in the 2016 election. And the hallmark legislative result from that election thus far is a tax reform law that exacerbates economic inequality by rewarding the wealthy with generous tax cuts while giving little to no tax relief for the poor and working class.

Other accounts of poor and working class voters suggest that the mobilization of the poor would, at best, have a neutral effect on redistribution policies. The narrative of the white poor as racist voters suggests that the poor either abstain from voting or reject candidates that favor redistribution because they believe, against evidence to the contrary, that these programs principally benefit poor racial minorities. The narrative of the poor as social issue voters suggests that the poor voters view non-economic social or cultural issues as more important than economic issues and support candidates that advance their social agenda irrespective of their economic status.

In the space remaining in this Article, it is impossible to delve into the voting psychology of poor and working class voters or to

the wealthy, and generally facilitated the country’s return to a nineteenth-century pattern of wealth distribution.” Id. at 6.

See Stephen L. Morgan & Jiwon Lee, Trump Voters and the White Working Class, 5 SOC. SCI. 234, 236–40 (2018) (showing through an analysis of American National Election Study data and county vote tallies merged with public-use microdata samples from the American Community Survey that white working class voters—“Trump voters”—were a pivotal block of voters in the 2016 election); Nate Cohn, Why Trump Won: Working Class Whites, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 9, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/10/upshot/why-trump-won-working-class-whites.html (describing exit polls showing that “Donald J. Trump won the presidency by riding an enormous wave of support among white working class voters”).

See Bertrall L. Ross II, A Constitutional Path to Fair Representation for the Poor, 66 KAN. L. REV. (forthcoming 2018) (citing data showing how the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act provides generous tax relief to the wealthy classes but little to no tax relief to lower income classes).

See, e.g., Martin Gilels, Why Americans Hate Welfare: Race, Media, and the Politics of Antipoverty Policy 3 (1999) (“In large measure, Americans hate welfare because they view it as a program that rewards the undeserving poor.”); Isaac Shapiro et al., Ctr. On Budget & Policy Priorities, Poverty Reduction Programs Help Adults Lacking College Degrees the Most 1 (2017), https://www.cbpp.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/2-16-17pov.pdf (“Among working-age adults without a college degree, 6.2 million whites are lifted above the poverty line by the safety net—more than any other racial or ethnic group.”).

See, e.g., Daniel Cox, Rachel Lienesch & Robert P. Jones, Beyond Economics: Fears of Cultural Displacement Pushed the White Working Class to Trump, PUB. RELIGION RES. INST. (May 9, 2017), https://www.prri.org/research/white-working-class-attitudes-economy-trade-immigration-election-donald-trump/ (arguing on the basis of survey data that a fear of cultural displacement in the context of America’s evolving demographics was a significant contributing factor underlying white working class support for Trump).
explain Trump’s appeal to these voters. But what seems clear is that the poor are not as unique as the above narratives portray them to be. There are certainly irrational poor voters just as there are irrational wealthy and middle class voters. And there are poor voters who disfavor government benefits that would help them, just as there are wealthy and middle class voters who disfavor government benefits that would help them. And there are poor voters who vote on the basis of non-economic issues that are more important to them just as there are wealthy and middle class voters who do the same.

It might be the case that there are a greater proportion of poor individuals who vote against their economic interests. But such voting behavior should not simply be dismissed as the product of irrationality, prejudiced attitudes among the working class and poor associated with racism, nativism, homophobia, ableism, sexism, or other -isms that makes them the target of enterprising and divisive politicians like Trump seeking electoral advantages. The lack of opportunities for the poor to vote for candidates who have their economic interests at the core or even the periphery of their campaigns for elected office functions is a contributing factor to such voting behavior that should not be overlooked. This marginalization of economic issues favorable to the poor on the campaign trail has led ineluctably to policy priorities that exclude the interest of the poor after candidates win elections and start to govern.

There is a popular fixation on Thomas Frank’s account of poor and working class Kansans voting for Republican candidates who campaign on guns, gays, and abortion and then advance a policy agenda of tax cuts for the wealthy and the reductions of the very government services intended to support those very poor and working class voters. But what is overlooked is the reason that Frank ascribes to such voting behavior—the absence of Democratic candidates in Kansas and elsewhere presenting a campaign platform that

---

312 Others have engaged in this psychological analysis of Trump supporters, with one scholar arguing that several psychological traits are associated with such individuals: authoritarian and social dominance orientation, prejudice, lack of intergroup contact, and relative economic deprivation. Thomas F. Pettigrew, Social Psychological Perspectives on Trump Supporters, 5 J. SOC. SCI. & POL. PSYCHOL. 107, 108–12 (2017).

313 See, e.g., Paul Krugman, Kansas on My Mind, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 25, 2005), https://www.nytimes.com/2005/02/25/opinion/kansas-on-my-mind.html (focusing on Frank’s assessment of how Republicans used cultural and social issues to trick poor and working class voters into voting for candidates who would advance an agenda that would undermine their economic interests).
directly engages the economic anxieties and concerns of poor and working class voters.  

While outsiders to the experience of poor and working class whites look on with stunned astonishment at the persistent support from these individuals for candidates like Donald Trump, they should not be so quick to attribute such support to irrational voting behavior.  

A closer look at what candidate Trump did in the general election campaign puts the choice of Trump voters in a much less remarkable light and reinforces the claims in this Article regarding the mobilization of the poor.  

In his campaign, Trump targeted the economic interests of those who had been left behind and ignored in the presidential campaigns of the past thirty years.  

To win the primary and the general election, Trump had to tap into this non-voting or politically disenchanted part of the electorate to overcome the advantages that the more mainstream candidates had with the more politically engaged parts of the electorate.  

To tap into the marginalized and disenchanted parts of the electorate, certainly propagated racism for electoral advantage.  

But he also advanced a rightist populist agenda focused on removing...

---

314 After spending most of his book “enumerating the ways in which Kansas voters choose self-destructive policies,” at the end Frank briefly turns his attention to how the Democratic Party abandoned the economic issues of most relevance to poor and working class voters. See Frank, supra note 306, at 242–45. Twelve years after What’s the Matter with Kansas, Frank directed all of his rage at a Democratic Party that has done “vanishingly little” on matters of economic inequality during the many years in which they controlled Congress and/or the presidency. See generally Thomas Frank, Listen, Liberal (2016).

315 See Tony McKenna, Here Be Monsters: Trump’s “White Working Class,” Al Jazeera (Jan. 17, 2018), https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/monsters-trump-white-working-class-180117104213439.html (noting that many liberals and moderates are aghast at what they perceive to be the “rabid irrationality” of white poor and working class support for Trump).

316 See Frank, supra note 314, at 30 (describing how the left’s abandonment of the working class led to an extended period in which issues of work and income inequality faded from the list of political concerns).

317 See, e.g., Chris Cillizza, Ranking the 2016 Republican Field, Wash. Post (Feb. 15, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/ranking-the-2016-republican-field/2015/02/15/0aaahda2-b52d-11e4-9423-f3d0a1ec335c_story.html (providing a list of the top ten candidates for the Republican nomination that excluded Donald Trump and identifying the different Republican lanes of support, establishment, tea party, social conservative, and libertarian and the Republican candidates at the front of each lane); Heather Haddon, In Donald Trump Candidacy, GOP Strategists See a Wild Card, Wall St. J. (June 18, 2015), https://www.wsj.com/articles/in-trump-candidacy-gop-strategists-see-a-wild-card-1434669847 (describing Trump’s anti-Washington, anti-establishment strategy tinged with anti-trade and racism directed toward Mexican immigrants as the early territory marked out by the campaign).

competitors that he said contributed to the economic decline and malaise of the white working class such as Mexican immigrants and Chinese goods from the economic marketplace. The Trump campaign then connected the candidate’s anti-immigration, anti-trade message with a mobilization strategy that targeted white working class communities. The strategy proved successful both in the primary where he received the Republican nomination and then in the general election where Trump won on the back of a 39% advantage with white working class voters.

As president, Trump continued to use racism to appeal to his base, but he also acted in ways responsive to the economic anxiety of the poor and working class before, during, and after the passage of his signature tax cut bill that mostly excluded the poor and working class. Some of the policies, like tariffs against China, Canada, and the European Union, may ultimately end up being more harmful than beneficial to the poor and working class. Other proposals, like a wall along the border of Mexico to stem the flow of immigrants, would likely have no positive economic impact on the poor and working class individuals. And still others, like the Twitter bullying of companies planning to move manufacturing abroad, are likely to produce only temporary benefits at best as the companies eventually move such especially Mexican Americans, when he launched his candidacy [as] of a piece with the long-standing practice of dog-whistle politics and tacit racist appeals”.

319 See, e.g., Bernie Becker, Trump’s 6 Populist Positions, POLITICO (Feb. 13, 2016), https://www.politico.com/story/2016/02/donald-trump-working-class-voters-219231 (describing Trump’s populist platform that includes support for a border wall with Mexico, the deportation of eleven million undocumented immigrants, and tariffs on Chinese exports to the United States).


production when the President is distracted or chooses not to engage.\textsuperscript{324}

Ultimately, however, the lack of positive economic impacts associated with Trump policies will not matter in the absence of candidates offering an alternative agenda that is responsive to the poor and working class voters. The extraordinarily high degree of opposition to Trump may be the catalyst for an alternative agenda that candidates advance to mobilize the poor and working class individuals in the short term.\textsuperscript{325} But a sustained campaign to mobilize the poor and working class requires something more than anger toward the current President. If the past is prologue, a future in which poor and working class individuals are consistent targets of campaign activity will require policy incentives for campaigns to mobilize the poor like the ones proposed in this Article.

The current Trump phenomenon suggests that if candidates put the economic interests of the poor and working class closer to the core of their campaign agendas and mobilization campaigns, they can secure the support of these voters. Trump’s populism, thus far, has proven to be more rhetoric than real policies favorable to the working class. But it will behoove candidates elected to office through a platform responsive to, and a mobilization strategy that targets, the working class and poor to seek a less risky path if they want to get reelected. That path should involve the advancement of those redistributive policies that will actually benefit their poor and working class supporters.


CONCLUSION

If trends continue, America will soon enter an era of unparalleled economic inequality. Income and wealth is increasingly concentrated in the top one percent while the past half-century has been one of economic stagnation for the middle- and lower-income classes. While models of democracy predict a redistributive policy response to growing inequality, what we have seen instead is the opposite: lower taxes and more tax breaks for the wealthy, an increasingly miserly welfare system for the adult poor, and a labor and financial market regulatory structure that allows the rich to exploit loopholes while the rest suffer the consequences.

Scholars and presidential candidates have looked to the system of financing elections and lobbying for solutions to the distortions in our democracy. While these might be good starting points, there are no clear options for effectively regulating these channels of influence within the parameters of the Constitution and without imposing significant democratic costs. Rather than fixate exclusively on the over-abundant political influence exerted by those at the top of the income scale, this Article suggests that scholars and policymakers should instead focus on redressing the lack of political influence of those at the bottom of the income scale. To bolster the influence of those at the bottom, we need to reduce the imbalance of the electorate so that politicians feel pressure to strengthen redistribution policies.

Such balancing of the electorate will require more than simply eliminating the cost barriers to voting; it will require active engagement with the politically marginalized through mobilization. Campaigns will not do this on their own; the costs and risks associated with mobilizing the politically marginalized are too high. But a system of legal incentives can increase the mobilization of the politically marginalized. That is not only necessary to advance political equality but also the greater economic equality needed for the United States to move beyond this new gilded age.

326 See supra Section I.B.